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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

 

“Those who have been baptized, those who are believers in dios will transform [into animals]”: 

New Perspectives on Juan Teton, the Would-Be Nahua Messiah of Early Colonial Mexico 

 

by 

 

Celso Armando Mendoza 

Master of Arts in Latin American Studies 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2017 

Professor Kevin B. Terraciano, Chair 

 

The 16th-century Nahuatl text, The Annals of Juan Bautista tells of the rise and fall of Juan 

Teton, the Nahua leader of an anti-Christian, millenarian indigenous movement. It includes his 

apocalyptic speech foretelling that Nahuas who ate meat from Spanish animals and believed in 

God would change into such animals. This passage is unique and invaluable, given 

that European-language accounts overwhelmingly dominate the historical record of indigenous 

resistance. In this thesis, I offer an all-new translation of the account, with notes on the Nahuatl 

used. I also compare Teton to similar indigenous leaders in colonial Mexico and beyond, 
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allowing me to make inferences on his probable background and social status. I argue that the 

changes occurring in colonial Mexico, rather than Mesoamerican myth and legend, explain 

Teton's rise and the idiosyncratic aspects of his message. Finally, I show that the story of Juan 

Teton does not offer an example of the undue fatalism and superstition commonly ascribed to the 

Nahuas; I show instead that Nahua culture, contrary to prevalent depictions of it, was not 

particularly concerned with prophecies or auguries of doom.   
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Introduction 

One of the more bizarre and fascinating entries in the Annals of Juan Bautista is the 

author’s account of the failed millenarian movement of one Juan Teton1 that took place in 1558. 

Supposedly only a macehualtzintli, a “poor commoner” from Michmaloyan in the Mezquital 

Valley (today known as Michimaloya, in Tula de Allende, Hidalgo) he called on his fellow 

Nahuas to reject Catholicism and cast away several objects introduced by Spaniards – 

particularly meats and clothing made from European farm animals – in order to survive a coming 

apocalypse. He washed away the baptisms of his followers through his own purification rituals. 

According to Teton’s lengthy, urgent speech, those who persisted in consuming these products 

recently brought by Spaniards, and who refused to renounce Christianity and have their baptisms 

removed, would transform into livestock. Demons (tzitzimimeh) were to subsequently emerge 

and consume most of those who had not heeded Teton’s words. Drought and famine would 

ensue. Surviving on wild plants and native foodstuffs that they had hoarded, Teton and his 

followers would found a new settlement where they would take refuge, while the few survivors 

outside his group would gradually destroy themselves through war and starvation. Those in 

Teton’s movement thus counted on inheriting a purified new world, refreshed and cleansed of 

Spaniards and their corrupting foreign culture through an apocalypse. They would usher in a new 

age where the Nahuas would retain their traditional religious beliefs and ways.  

This was all to take place on the Nahua holiday of Toxiuhmolpiliz, the Binding of the 

Years, which marked the end of a 52-year count in the traditional Mesoamerican calendar, and 

the beginning of a new one. This date, which always fell on the day 1-Rabbit, purportedly had 

the “greatest cosmic and ritual significance” to the Nahuas.2 Nahua lore associated it not only 

with the creation of the universe, but also disaster: according to Nahua historical accounts, a 
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terrifying famine broke out on 1-Rabbit in 1554 during the reign of Moteuczoma I.3 It was on 

this uncertain, frightful day that, as Teton reminded his followers, their ancestors in preconquest 

times believed demons would roam the earth and unfortunate humans would transform into 

animals. The last toxiuhmolpiliz, occurred in 1506. The next one was due in 1558, the year when 

Teton's movement began. There was thus little time for Teton and his followers. 

To show that his claims were not empty, Teton cited the example of one altepetl (a Nahua 

community and political unit, akin to a town or city; the word is always in the singular), 

Xallatlauhco (contemporary Xalatlaco, State of Mexico) in the Toluca Valley, whose residents 

had not followed such precautions and had thus transformed into cows; don Alonso, his children, 

and the leaders, however, had turned into their Spanish leather capes and hats. He achieved an 

apparently impressive following in two altepetl, Coatepec and Atlapolco also in the Toluca 

Valley southwest of the Valley of Mexico (modern-day Coatepec Harinas and San Pedro 

Atlapulco in the state of Mexico, respectively), which included the prominent leaders of the two 

communities. Teton’s movement met a swift end when he and his followers were making their 

way through Xallatlauhco; in all likelihood, he had led them there so they could see first-hand 

those who had turned into cows and thereby witness the consequences of ignoring his warnings. 

There they caught the attention of Spanish authorities, probably because of someone on the 

inside, perhaps a follower with second thoughts or a faithful Catholic Nahua who had friends or 

family involved, alerted a local priest, father Pedro Hernández. Officials arrested them and sent 

them to Mexico City to be put on trial before the Archbishop of Mexico, Alonso de Montúfar (in 

office from 1551 to 1572). The archbishop sentenced Juan Teton and his followers to be whipped 

and have their heads shaved, and Teton himself was banished.  
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Figure 1 

A map of the Valley of Mexico in colonial times and the surrounding area. It shows the ethnic affiliation and the 

locations of the four altepetl involved in the entry, relative to other important altepetl and Nahua ethnic groupings: 

Michmaloyan, home altepetl of Juan Teton, Atlapolco and Coatepec where he cultivated a following, and 

Xallatlauhco, whose residents supposedly turned into cows, all Tepaneca altepetl. Map drawn by Billie Sajdera, 

based on a map from page 14 of Charles Gibson’s The Aztecs Under Spanish Rule (1964). 

 

                       ● Mexico City/Tenochtitlan 
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The story caught the attention of the indigenous authors of the 16 th-century Nahuatl text, 

the so-called Annals of Juan Bautista (none of whom were named Juan Bautista), who recorded 

the whole ordeal as related above. It can be found on folios 8r through 9r, in the manuscript held 

in the Lorenzo Boturini library in the Basilica of the Virgin of Guadalupe in Mexico City; this 

manuscript is undoubtedly a copy prepared from the original text in 1582 or some time after, 

likely by someone who was not one of the original authors.4 It is only because of their decision to 

set down Teton's deeds and words to paper that we even know of him; no other known records of 

Teton or his activities exist.5  

The authors of those annals, from the neighborhood of Moyotlan in Mexico 

City/Tenochtitlan where Teton’s trial occurred, probably knew about Teton because they 

translated his testimony and recorded it for the courts. They were painters, we know for sure, and 

there were close linkages in Nahua society between painting and writing (the Nahuas used the 

same verb for both, ihcuiloa). According to James Lockhart, they were probably notaries and 

painters, and thus tlahcuilohqueh ‘painters or writers’ “in a very broad sense.”6 They were also 

relatively familiar with Spanish culture, having doubtlessly been close to a friar, and must have 

had important connections to Mexico City politics. They were certainly in the position to be 

called upon by Spanish courts to function as translators and stenographers for cases involving 

indigenous people. Moreover, they had an uncanny inclination towards preserving verbatim 

speech, to an extent unlike any other Nahua writers, and in their annals, included other 

courtroom scenes, a further suggestion that they lent their services to courts. 7  
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There is unlikely any other way they were familiar with Teton's speech. His activities 

were largely concentrated in an area well outside the Valley of Mexico, relatively far from 

Mexico City, where they were based. It is therefore doubtful that they had any kind of personal 

connection with anyone involved. They undoubtedly only became aware of him when he and his 

accomplices were put on trial and forced to testify, which could hardly have been a public, open 

affair. They must have had some kind of professional or official link to the trial that gave them 

full first-hand access to the details of Teton's case. The speech has all the appearances of having 

been recorded verbatim. Though there are some traces of formula in it, the content of the speech 

seems too strange and idiosyncratic for them to have simply reconstructed it based on hearsay or 

gossip that spread through the city. We can hardly imagine the authors having forged from bits 

and pieces of second-hand information the story of Don Alonso, his children, and all the other 

leaders of Xallatlauhco turning into their capes and hats, and Juan Teton's call for his followers 

to shield their stomachs from the metal fangs of demons with Spanish containers. As I see it, the 

author of this passage had most certainly translated, or at least set down on paper, Teton's speech 

as he or other witnesses reported it to the Archbishop. He then either took a copy home or later 

wrote it as best as he could remember.      

The strangeness of the case for its time is probably what drew the author's attention. 

Nahuatl annals, traditional year-by-year Nahua accounts of community history, always recorded 

unusual happenings, local spectacles, and scandals (James Lockhart aptly compared them to 

contemporary newspapers8)  and this one was indeed unusual, at least for the mid-16th century. 

Though Teton was not truly unique, and though there were others like him, like the infamous 

Martín Ocelotl, who similarly called for a return to preconquest ways and an abandonment of 

Spanish culture, Teton's case occurred when the arrests and trials of such "idolaters" had reached 
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a lull. The age of publicly executing and harshly punishing Native leaders who urged others to 

disbelieve in Christianity seemed outdated in 1558. Indeed, Native millenarianism might also 

have seemed like a thing of the past by then. The last great upwellings of Native religious 

revivalism and the subsequent severe and public punishment of those involved took place in the 

late1530s.  

As David Tavárez has found in his study of the Mexican Catholic Church's attempts to 

extirpate preconquest religion, most of the famous 16th-century cases of persecution of anti-

Christian upstarts, such as the burning of the Tetzcocan noble don Carlos Chichimecateuctli in 

1539, occurred during the archbishopric of Juan de Zumárraga, which lasted from 1530 until 

1548. Zumáraga's successor, the aforementioned Alonso de Montúfar, seemed to lack the 

"extirpatory zeal" of his predecessor, for Teton's case was the only major idolatry case he 

presided over as archbishop; according to Távarez, there is a gap in records of idolatry trials 

from 1548 to 1571 that more or less corresponds to Montúfar's time in office.9 Had Teton's 

movement arisen during the Zumárraga years when that sort of thing was somewhat more 

common, it might not have been so worthy of note. Teton's trial, however, was the first one of its 

kind in years, and so it was striking and shocking enough to warrant an entry in the author's 

annals. 

Ezekiel Stear has argued that the inclusion of Teton's tale in the Annals of Juan Bautista 

is evidence that the authors were sympathetic to his message, and wanted to preserve his speech 

for future Nahuas to heed his advice of remaining true to ancestral Nahua customs. In Stear’s 

words, the authors “deemed Tetón’s [sic] message worth circulating as a way to voice their own 

disagreement with aspects of Christianity and new dietary customs.”10 I find this is unlikely, for 

the authors are openly critical of Teton and cast him as someone of low birth and repute. The 
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very fact that the authors call Teton a macehualtzintli, a poor commoner, is surely not a mere 

statement of fact (indeed, as we shall see, it was probably only a half-truth, if even that), but 

rather an attempt to tarnish him, by smearing him as some lowly, uneducated plebian. Nahua 

nobles were wont to discredit their political rivals by accusing them of being macehualli, making 

it clear that the word could be more than just a statement of one’s status, but rather also a signal 

of one’s ignorance or lack of credibility.11 Most Nahuatl readers – if indeed the text was ever 

intended to circulate amongst a wide audience, as Stear believes – would see that as an 

immediate signal that Teton’s words, whatever they might be, were probably not something to 

put much stock into, thereby defeating the purpose of trying use his message as a way to voice 

legitimate Nahua objections to Catholicism.   

Furthermore, the language used to speak about his actions – "he lied and misled to the 

people," the authors wrote – can leave no doubt he frowned on Teton's movement. Surely this 

cannot likely have been some insincere effort on the part of the authors to simply cover up their 

true beliefs and avoid any accusations of heresy or idolatry, by feigning disapproval of Teton, as 

Stear argues. Stear notes the fact that such language “does nothing to censure the details of Juan 

Tetón’s [sic] subversive communication,” thereby, according to him, suggesting that the authors’ 

description of him as “misleading and lying” is disingenuous, and belies their true intention to 

immortalize Teton. In fact, the near-verbatim reproduction of Teton’s speech can be better 

attributed to the authors’ notable tendency to set down long speeches in their entirety. As James 

Lockhart noted, this was a hallmark of the authors’ style, and the text itself, which contains 

directly quoted speech to an extent not seen in other Nahuatl annals.12 It is also easily explained 

by the aforementioned inclination amongst Nahua annalists to record bizarre spectacles and 

news-worthy events in their annals. This must simply be an instance of that inclination and not 
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much else. It would have been harder to come up with something more unusual and notable in 

1558 than a Native prophet being brought to trial in Mexico City for telling his followers that 

they would turn to cows if they persisted in worshipping God and eating beef. True, the authors, 

like undoubtedly most Nahuas of the time, did have some problems with the strict orthodoxy and 

monotheism demanded of them from the friars. It is, however, altogether doubtful that they 

would use the rambling speech of a failed, supposedly plebian convicted criminal to voice such 

concerns. 

As if the content of the passage were not strange enough, the abrupt and chronologically 

inconsistent (to Western sensibilities) placement of the entry in the text makes it seem all the 

more odd. The story of Juan Teton, which took place in 1558, appears fairly early and abruptly in 

the text, on folio 8r, after the authors had spent most of the preceding text narrating the events of 

1566. So quickly does the account start, in fact, that the author does not even mention the date 

until the very end of the passage, and then only in the margins, almost as an afterthought. This is 

something quite striking, since the authors, like all other Nahua annalists usually began entries 

with a year or date. A hallmark of the Nahuatl annals genre is that the events recorded in such 

texts are grouped according to the year and/or day in which they took place, rather than by their 

theme, and arranged into discrete entries, always headed by the date.13 This is conspicuously 

absent from this entry, which seems at first almost more like a chapter in a European work, 

concentrating on one person and his story rather than the entirety of notable events that happened 

at a particular point in time. Right after the story of Teton, however, the text gets back on track 

with the traditions of the Nahuatl annals: some more events from 1558 having nothing to do with 

Teton are briefly discussed (including the earliest attestation of the cult of the Virgen de 
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Guadalupe) before then plunging back in the 1560s, the decade that was the chief concern of the 

authors. 

 It is as if the authors were set to proceed in a more normal fashion, relating the events of 

1566, and then, suddenly, they remembered the fascinating story of Juan Teton, and how it was 

noteworthy enough to be included. They likely hurriedly inserted the passage in the text, perhaps 

being excited to be recording such a strange occurrence and eager to spill its captivating details. 

The passage does have some unique features, suggesting that it came from one author who was 

not involved with the rest of the text. Namely, it features an extensive use of slashes as 

punctuation marks, either to indicate the boundaries of words, phonological phrases, or to show 

that a word continued on the next line. Such slashes do not appear with such great frequency in 

any other part of the manuscript.  

Assuming that these were not inserted by the copyist (and indeed, I suspect he was 

mostly faithful to the original text), this could be the sign that it represents a unique contribution 

of one of the authors. We know there were at least four, and probably more.14 It could have even 

come from that one author's personal set of annals; he might have had the idea of contributing 

this passage, or perhaps some of the other painters had read his work and suggested it. Certainly, 

this was not from someone far outside the circles of the painters of Moyotlan who composed the 

rest of the original manuscript. It must have been one of them. The passage uncannily bears too 

much of their unique trademark: the inclusion of long, more-or-less verbatim speeches.  

At any rate, this passage is exceptionally unique, and regardless of why they recorded it, 

we are grateful to the authors for giving us the only extant direct testimony from an accused 

"idolater" in Nahuatl, free from any Spanish intervention or influence. As Tavárez has noted, 
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indigenous linguistic evidence pertaining to the practice of indigenous religion in colonial times 

must be given precedence in the study of colonial Latin American idolatry, though such evidence 

is (understandably) scarce.15 The recorded testimony of the very similar characters, Martín 

Ocelotl and Andrés Mixcoatl (more on them later), and all of the documentation relating to their 

trials is in Spanish.16 As far as I know, this passage dealing with Teton the only such document 

of its kind. The closest thing to it is Ruiz de Alarcón's famous Treatise on the Heathen 

Superstitions that Today Live Among the Indians Native to New Spain, from 1629.17 Though the 

majority of the text is in Spanish, it contains some "incantations" in Nahuatl; these, however, 

were recorded by Alarcón, a Spanish secular priest. Writings directly from Teton would have 

obviously been an ideal source, but this is certainly the next best thing: his words in their original 

language, recorded by someone who was a part of his culture and linguistic group, and was thus 

familiar with everything he spoke of. This is an example of how special of a source the Annals of 

Juan Bautista is, and how it contains the sorts of material not typically found in other sources.  

The copyist too noted the uniqueness and value of the passage for giving insight into the 

beliefs of "idolaters." He marked the passage, as he did the one discussed in the previous chapter, 

with ojo, ‘look!’ signaling that the person who he prepared the copy for, doubtlessly a cleric 

(other passages containing similarly controversial themes have ojo padre, ‘Look father!’) would 

find the passage interesting. Teton's rise and fall, however, occurred in 1558, likely around 30 

years before the manuscript copy we have now was finished, sometime in the 1580s.18 Teton and 

just about everyone else involved would have been dead or at least largely irrelevant by then, 

especially given the devastating epidemics that raged through central Mexico unabated until the 

seventeenth century. Neither the scribe nor the cleric who he made this for would have been 

much interested specifically in Teton. 
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Rather, what the friar would have found most intriguing would be the speech and ideas of 

Teton, his words and beliefs. According to Tavárez, though anti-idolatry campaigns had slowed 

in the 1540s, they once again began to pick up in 1571, not long from when the scribe started to 

copy the text. In this new, second period of idolatry extirpation, the Church began to target 

individuals from the general population, rather than high-ranking indigenous leaders as before.19 

The unknown cleric intended to be the reader of the manuscript may have been part of this new 

wave of idolatry-hunting; he was undoubtedly interested in knowing what "relapsed" Nahuas 

might be saying and practicing in private. Teton's speech would be a spectacular example of the 

extreme end of preconquest beliefs still held in the minds of less-than-faithful Nahuas.  

Ever since the beginning of the colonial era, Catholic clergy had been interested in 

preconquest religion for the sake of identifying it and rooting it out. That was certainly the 

inspiration for the creation of so many of the texts created under clerical supervision, like much 

of Sahagún's Florentine Codex. Comparing himself and other Friar-scholars to doctors treating a 

disease, Sahagún argued in justifying attempts to compile Nahua religious lore: "A doctor cannot 

correctly apply medicines to the ill without first knowing from what disposition and cause the 

sickness proceeds."20 This too was probably also the reason for which the copyist in the employ 

of a priest or friar copied this manuscript containing much information in this regard. This 

passage of the Annals of Juan Bautista, with its ojo [padre], signaling that it holds something 

worthy of the attention of the clergy, attests to the lasting Catholic clerical fascination with 

indigenous religion and speech. The original authors probably wrote it out of the unusual nature 

of the incident, but the copyist copied it and marked it because some Spaniard he worked for 

wanted to learn more about traditional Nahua religion, to more effectively combat it. 
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There is not much evidence, however, that the friar or cleric paid much attention to the 

manuscript his aide labored so hard to prepare. There are no marginalia or comments in the hand 

of anyone other than the copyist. Actually, very few people have given the text the attention it 

deserves. The manuscript has mostly languished on bookshelves, moving from collection to 

collection over the centuries, and remained untranslated until Luis Reyes García’s 2001 Spanish 

translation.21  

The studies on the Annals are few and far in between, and the story of Juan Teton, for all 

of its potential value as a rare first-hand source of a seditious Native idolater’s thoughts, has 

received scant attention.22 This is surprising given the intense academic interest in Native 

religion during the colonial period and Native attitudes towards Christianity. Here we have one 

indigenous religious leader who vehemently opposed Christianity, along with his words and 

views in their original language, and few have taken any note. Ezekiel Stear, as noted previously, 

wrote an article partly dealing with why the painters of Moyotlan recorded the affair in their 

annals set.23 David Tavárez’s study of the persistence of indigenous religion in colonial times and 

the Church’s efforts to stamp it out briefly summarizes and discusses the case.24 The most 

significant work on Teton, however, is León García’s dissertation that provides an informative 

scope on the mythological and religious underpinnings of Teton’s apocalyptic message, and the 

similar ideas of other messianic Nahua leaders that came before him.25 Unfortunately, neither of 

these noteworthy studies offer complete new translations of the account. García’s dissertation, 

though, has the fullest translation, and gives some valuable commentary on the language of the 

text. 

In this thesis, I aim to lessen further the dearth of academic research on this unique figure 

who is deserving of far more scholarly attention. In addition to showcasing an all-new 
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translation, replete with extensive commentary on the Nahuatl used in the passage (and indeed 

there are some noteworthy and unusual aspects to it), I aim to place Teton in a broader historical 

context. I compare him not just to other millenarian and messianic Nahua revivalists, as García 

previously did, but also to other analogous indigenous leaders throughout the hemisphere. Most 

importantly, I seek to locate the underpinnings of Teton’s rise and his nativist message through 

the material conditions and historical circumstances of central Mexico, and, in particular, the 

Mezquital and Toluca valleys where Teton and his followers came from. This, I argue, is key to 

understanding Teton’s motivations and origins, more so than any religious or mythological 

themes, which may be difficult to accurately and objectively study. Much the same could be said, 

I think, for understanding any aspect of indigenous ethnohistory, for I believe economics, social 

conditions, and self-interest usually guided the actions of Native Americans everywhere in the 

Americas to a greater extent than did religion and myth. Finally, before proceeding to the 

linguistic commentary and translation of the passage, I give some thoughts on the topic of 

fatalism in Nahua culture, and whether the story of Juan Teton gives any credence to the popular 

view that the Nahuas were unduly fatalistic and superstitious.

1 Pronounced ‘TEH-tohhn’, Nahuatl for ‘little old rock’, or perhaps ‘pebble’, with an emphasis on the first 

syllable, not the second syllable as many Spanish speakers assume. “Tetón” would thus be an incorrect rendering of 

his name. The ‘o’ in his Nahuatl name would have been held twice as long as the previous vowel, so it can be 

written as “Tetōn” with a macron above the ‘o’, indicating a long vowel. The name would have never appeared as 

such in historical texts, however. 

 
 2 Cecelia F. Klein, “The Identity of the Central Deity on the Aztec Calendar Stone,” The Art Bulletin 58, 

no. 1 (March 1976): n. 4, doi:10.2307/3049459. 

 

 3 C. F. Klein, “A New Interpretation of the Aztec Statue Called Coatlicue, ‘Snakes-Her-Skirt,’” 

Ethnohistory 55, no. 2 (April 1, 2008): 241, doi:10.1215/00141801-2007-062. 

 
4 Luis Reyes García, Cómo Te Confundes? Acaso No Somos Conquistados?: Anales de Juan Bautista , 1. 

ed, Colección Historias (México, D.F: Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Antropología Social : 

Biblioteca Lorenzo Boturini, Insigne y Nacional Basílica de Guadalupe, 2001), 28.  
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 5 My own week-long search of the Archivo General de la Nación in Mexico City for documents relating to 

the Annals of Juan Bautista, turned up nothing relating to Juan Teton. Neither David Tavárez (2013) nor León 

García (2010) report any archival sources in their studies of Teton, so there is probably nothing else out there on 

him. This is surely due to the fact that his case occurred during a time when enthusiasm for hunting “idolatry” was 

on the wane, as I explain later. 

 

 6 James Lockhart, The Nahuas after the Conquest: A Social and Cultural History of the Indians of Central 

Mexico, Sixteenth through Eighteenth Centuries (Stanford, Calif: Stanford University Press, 1992), 382. Lockhart 

assumed there was only one author, although the more recent investigations of Reyes García (2001) and Townsend 

(2016) suggest that there were at least four authors. Confusingly, the titular “Juan Bautista” was almost certainly not 

the author of the text. 

 
7 Ibid. 

 

 8 Ibid., 378. 

 

 9 David Tavárez, Invisible War: Indigenous Devotions, Discipline, and Dissent in  Colonial Mexico. 

(Stanford University Press, 2013), 53. 

 

 10 Ezekiel Stear, “Voices From the Altepetl: Nahua Epistemologies and Resistance in the Anales de Juan 

Bautista,” in Coloniality, Religion, and the Law in the Early Iberian World , ed. Santa Arias and Raúl Marrero-Fente, 

Hispanic Issues, volume 40 (Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press, 2014), 55. 

 

 11 Lockhart, The Nahuas after the Conquest, 117. 

 
12 Ibid., 382. 

 
13 Ibid., 377. 

 

  14 Camilla Townsend, Annals of Native America: How the Nahuas of Colonial Mexico Kept Their History 

Alive, 1 edition (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2016), 67–68. She lists the known authors as Martín 

Momauhti, Cristóbal Cuauhtli, Francisco Cuauhtli, and Marcos Cipac/Tlacuiloc/Aquino. 
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Chapter 1 

Juan Teton Compared to Other Nahua “Idolaters” in Early Sixteenth-Century Mexico 

Some obvious figures we can easily compare Juan Teton to are the other early sixteenth 

century charismatic, preconquest Nahua culture revivalist "preachers," for the lack of a better 

term, Martín Ocelotl and Andrés Mixcoatl. It is thus worthy to briefly examine these two, to 

learn something about Teton by comparing him to them. León García has characterized all of 

them as tlaciuhque(h) or "seekers," a word that the authors of the entry did not apply to Teton 

(they had no specific title for Teton, for that matter). García describes the Nahua tlaciuhqui (the 

singular form) as a “person endowed with the power to prophesy, divine fate, control the 

weather, and to heal or afflict with disease those around him/her,” a description which certainly 

fit them.26 Tavárez called Ocelotl and Mixcoatl teixiptla, literally 'representatives [of a deity].' 

Tavárez believes that teixiptla in preconquest times were religious specialists found in each 

altepetl who had much the same duties and function as those held by Ocelotl, Mixcoatl, and 

Teton.27 According to J. Jorge Klor de Alva, these men were the remains of the indigenous 

priesthood, "marginalized by unemployment and the sudden loss of prestige [due to the 

Conquest]," who were now "celebrating clandestine native services to a greatly reduced 

following."28  Bolstering this idea is the fact that Ocelotl was said to have come from a family of 

priests and his mother was a prestigious priestess.29 Though all three authors use different terms, 

they all essentially describe a type of role filled by all three of the historical figures: that of a 

seer, healer, and general religious specialist.  
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Ocelotl and Mixcoatl, whatever their official titles were, made their living lending their 

spiritual services to a variety of private individuals, including even some Spaniards. Although 

indigenous priests or teixiptla in earlier times were bound to one altepetl, neither of the two had 

any particular ties to any community. Perhaps owing to a breakdown in indigenous religious 

organization, both were instead "itinerant specialists"; Ocelotl apparently came from somewhere 

to the east, probably Puebla, but his clients, like those of Mixcoatl, came from all over.30 Klor de 

Alva described such figures as "nomadic Aztec priests" who charged their diverse clientele 

"directly for their services, in competition with the mendicant friars."31 Both became wealthy 

individuals as a result of this. According to court records, Ocelotl made a considerable fortune. 

When he went on trial in 1536, Ocelotl had properties all over central Mexico, and his wealth 

amounted to what would have taken a skilled laborer 21 years to earn.32  

Ocelotl and Mixcoatl had not only fortune, but also respect and connections to elite 

leaders. Ocelotl could count don Pablo Xochiquentzin, the indigenous governor of the remnants 

of Tenochtitlan incorporated into colonial Mexico City, as one of his friends, advisees, and 

clients, along with another indigenous governor, don Juan, of "Guatepec" (Coatepec, one of the 

altepetl that later chose to follow Teton?).33 Mixcoatl, who rose to prominence only a year after 

Ocelotl's trial and sentencing to banishment, and claimed to be the reincarnation of Ocelotl, also 

had connections to prominent political elites. He had tried to unite various leaders under his 

influence to band together and gather weapons to lead an insurrection against the Spaniards.34 All 

of this wealth and power, they held, however, was fragile and dependent on perceived results. 

Since they were outsiders, they could not rely on the authority inherent in an established 

community priesthood like their preconquest counterparts could. Their precarious "purchase on 
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authority relied entirely on charismatic authority's fragile foundation: the measure of well-being 

their clients attributed to their actions."35  

The two of them did not just give consultations to private individuals; they also issued 

general calls to action that applied to all of the communities they visited. Much as Teton did, 

Ocelotl and Mixcoatl predicted disasters both supernatural and natural. Ocelotl declared a famine 

would arise in 1533, calling on commoners to hoard maize and other staples. He also heralded 

the coming of a drought, urging the people to plant drought-resistant plants like maguey. More 

interestingly, exactly like Teton, he foretold that demons called tzitzimimeh (sing. tzitzimimitl), 

skeletal and generally feminine demonic creatures from Nahua mythology, would descend and 

consume humanity. He thus urged that the masses revert to preconquest faith to stave off this 

impending doom.36 Mixcoatl as well predicted that starvation and death would ensue if his fellow 

Nahuas did not renounce Christianity and return to the worship of traditional deities. The 

Christian God and the friars who preached in his name could not provide the Nahuas with the 

sustenance they needed to survive like the old gods could.37  

Teton was undoubtedly like Mixcoatl and Ocelotl in all of the respects discussed. Even 

though we lack court records attesting to his wealth and status, from the evidence in the passage, 

he was surely a deeply respected and successful person, as were Ocelotl and Mixcoatl. Despite 

the author's insistence that he was an impoverished, insignificant commoner, this is highly 

unlikely, given that he could count among his followers the political elites of not one, but two 

altepetl, Coatepec and Atlapolco (lines 84 – 92 of the translation). This included the governors of 

both altepetl (one of whom the author identified as a tlatohuani, virtually a synonym of 

'governor'), who were basically the highest-ranking people of their communities, along with the 

fiscales, and the alcalde of one. His speech shows a sign that he directed it not at the general 
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masses (though surely he delivered messages to the public as well), but rather to noble leaders: 

on line 64 he says, "each and every one of you, order the commoners" indicating that he was 

speaking directly to elite authorities, in their presence.  

It is unlikely that a mere penniless, low-ranking opportunist would have been able to not 

only hold an audience with the most powerful and wealthy individuals of an indigenous town, 

but also to persuade them to do something unbelievably risky. He must have been somebody 

who held considerable sway with the ruling classes. Nor is it likely that he would have done so 

without gaining some kind of remuneration or other compensation for his advice. Surely, he 

would have asked at some point for something for his efforts and counsel, and the leaders he 

convinced undoubtedly provided for his needs. 

 Teton was doubtless some itinerant indigenous priest or teixiptla, of exactly the same 

mold as Ocelotl and Mixcoatl, wandering throughout central Mexico and gaining considerable 

sums for his esteemed services. Surely this was how the leadership of two altepetl became aware 

of him in the first place. They, or other nobles close to them, were probably clients of his who 

attested to his ability to heal and predict correctly. I have little doubt that he was from a lineage 

of priests, or was trained by some clandestine indigenous priests, which would give him a 

reputation that preceded him. At some point, Teton began, like the other two, predicting a 

general catastrophe applying to the entire Nahua world, and this is how the events chronicled in 

the entry began. 

As with the other two, his status and employment surely depended on delivering results, 

for like the other two, he was an outsider born some distance away from his area of origin. 

Though he was from the Tepanec (one of the three ruling ethnic groups of the Aztec Empire) 

area of Mexico that included Coatepec and Atlapolco, he was from the very furthest northern 
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reaches of that region, a frontier zone of sorts. His stated home altepetl, Michmaloyan (see the 

map in fig. 1 on page 3), was a considerable distance away, in the Valley of Mezquital, heavily 

populated by the Otomí, a non-Nahua ethnic group that the Nahuas saw as being “uncouth” and 

lazy simpletons.38 Though he may have been nominally of the same ethnic affiliation, he was 

clearly an outsider to a great extent, and to earn their respect he had to have continuously and 

definitively proven his worth and effectiveness. 

To be sure, there are a few seeming idiosyncrasies that may be possibly aspects of a 

common, day-to-day Nahuatl spoken by commoners (macehualtin) but not frequently found in 

Nahuatl documents, indicating a possible commoner provenance for Teton. There are clues that a 

spoken "commoner dialect" (macehuallatolli) of Nahuatl existed, though scholars have not been 

able to definitively identify the grammatical aspects of this theoretical speech variety.39 In 

particular, Teton uses yhuan, 'and,' 'along with,' in a rather unusual way, using it to begin 

paragraphs or announce changes in topic, rather than auh, which the Nahuas more typically used 

for such purposes; see lines 61, 65, and 74 of the translation.40 There are also two unattested 

verbs, yyoxtozque (line 42), and quihi (line 72), that may be "commoner" variants of verbs 

known in the presumably more elite, "standard" colonial Nahuatl found in the vast majority of 

the corpus (see the section “Phrases and Terms of Interest From the Passage”). But even if these 

are characteristics of macehuallatolli, they may not have been in the original speech. The authors 

of the text (though surely not the copyist) might have added them to give Teton's speech a more 

uneducated, rustic, plebian air, and thereby bolster the description of Teton as a commoner. 

Of course, rather than representing a distinct class-based dialect, these aspects may 

simply reflect the dialect of the Mezquital Valley, where Teton came from, which was a frontier 

zone for the Nahuas, as the Otomí were the majority there. Contact with the Otomí might have 
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lent the Nahual of the area some unique characteristics. León García Garagarza has even 

postulated that Teton was himself a Nahua-ified Otomí, though I find this extremely unlikely.41 

The Nahuas had much disdain for the Otomí, with the word itself being synonymous in Nahuatl 

with inferior quality.42 Consequently, if Teton had even the slightest trace of affiliation with the 

Otomi, the authors, who were no admirers of his, would have surely made a note of it to 

besmirch him further. Calling Teton an Otomí would have done even far more to damn and 

discredit him in the eyes of a Nahua readership than labeling him as a macehualtzintli. 

In spite of the somewhat awkward use of yhuan, which may, for all we know, be 

consistent with the normal patterns of linguistic variation in spoken Nahuatl, the rest of his 

speech barring the two verbs above is generally unextraordinary. It is mostly in line with Nahuatl 

prose and speech seen elsewhere in the corpus, issued by educated and elite speakers and writers. 

He uses metaphorical difrasismos not much less frequently than the noble speakers who recite a 

fancy preconquest speech, a huehuetlahtolli (‘old words') elsewhere in the Annals of Juan 

Bautista (fols. 20r – 20v).43 Certainly, his speech is not as florid as theirs, but then again, Teton 

was looking to warn others of a coming doom, not show off his oratorical skills. Still, at some 

points in the text, his words are even a bit evocative and moving. On lines 38 – 42, he states 

rather poetically, describing the fate of those who refuse to join him: "None of them will be left, 

for their lives and their fates which they were assigned will come to an end. They will all 

collapse and lie silent and alone in the forests, fields, and rivers." This is certainly the kind of 

speech that would not seem out of place in a passage attributed to a worldly noble. Teton's 

speech, at least in terms of its content does not readily conjure an image of a simple-minded 

commoner. 
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 One part of the passage actually bears a considerable similarity to part of a prayer to 

Tlaloc in Book 6 of the Florentine Codex, the book on the lofty huehuetlahtolli, further 

suggesting that Teton was rather cultured by the standards of the Nahua world. Compare the 

following from the prayer in Book 6: 

"May it soon come to pass, to happen – that which the old men, the old, the old women, come knowing, come 

guarding: that that which is above us will fall in; that the demons will descend, will come to destro y the earth, will 

come to eat the common folk; that there will be eternal darkness on earth that nowhere will there be people on earth.  

The grandfathers, the grandmothers come knowing it, come guarding it; it cometh to be their store of knowledge that 

it will come to happen, will come to pass, when it is already the time of the end, when it is already the end of the 

earth, when the earth hath become tired, when already it is all, when already it is so, when the seed of the earth hath 

ended, when it hath become [as] an old man, [as] an old woman, when it is worthless, when it will no longer provide 

one with drink, with food. O our lord, may there already be wealth, may there be happiness.44 

With Teton's speech: 

For you already know that our forefathers would go around saying that when The Binding of the Years takes place, 

it will grow completely dark, and demons tzitzimimeh] will come down and eat us, and then ... there will be 

transformation ... And there will be starvation … And all that will be left to happen then is this, what the Lord of the 

Earth will make happen: all the agricultural products and produce in the entire world will dry up, nothing else edible 

will be produced. 

Teton’s rhetoric is obviously much simpler and less eloquent, but much of the elements are the 

same, indicating a familiarity with Nauatl high speech.   

In all likelihood, Teton was an important and successful person, like his peers Ocelotl and 

Mixcoatl, regardless of whether or not he was born into a commoner class. It should be 

unsurprising that Teton’s actual successful status was unstated (or rather, probably deliberately 

omitted) and must be inferred. The authors of the entry from the Annals of Juan Bautista would 
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not have wanted to share any details about Teton's wealth, status, elite connections, or priestly 

reputation. They, being entirely opposed to him, were clearly interested in presenting him as 

some kind of oddity, a worthless plebian who somehow managed to worm his way into elite 

circles by deluding the unfortunate cabildo members of two towns with a bizarre apocalyptic 

message.  

This of course, is not only highly unfeasible, but also not likely given that what we 

definitively know about Teton matches so well with Ocelotl and Mixcoatl: his rise and fall, his 

distant geographic origins relative to where he worked, and message all bear so much similarities 

to those of the other two indigenous revivalist prophets that surely most of the other, unknown, 

details of his career and life must match theirs as well. This would make it all the easier to 

explain his rise and ability to exert influence on indigenous elites. Whether one might call them 

tlaciuhqueh, teixiptla, or what remained of the old Aztec priesthood, Andrés Mixcoatl, Martín 

Ocelotl, and Juan Teton were all of a piece, regardless of their differences.  

The pressing, probably unknowable, question that remains is how many other Nahuas in 

that category existed that escaped the notice of curious Nahua annalists and inquisition courts, 

and thus disappeared from the historical record. How many other tlaciuhqueh wandered the 

countryside, amassing wealth by serving the spiritual needs of elites, and advocated the retention 

of the old gods, but otherwise steered away from starting mass movements that would surely 

garner the unwanted attention of Spanish authorities? My belief is that there were several more, 

who were wise enough to see from the examples of Teton et al. that attracting a large and 

boisterous following, for all the fame it brought, was not worth it. Thanks no doubt to their 

discretion, we will never know their names. No one else in the historical record like the three 

tlaciuhqueh or teixiptla would emerge amongst the Nahuas, a people surprisingly disinclined to 
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anti-Spanish or anti-Christian revolts, until more than a century later. The last Nahuas to bear 

any kind of similarities to the aforementioned three were the prophetic figures Gregorio Juan of 

the Eastern Sierra Madre and Juan Coatl of Tlaxcala, active in 1659 and 1665, respectively.45 

The historical record contains, however, many more outside of the Nahua heartland who were 

akin to Teton.
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Chapter 2 

Juan Teton and other Native Messiahs Beyond Central Mexico 

Teton was not just like Mixcoatl and Ocelotl, for there were other similar indigenous 

leaders and uprisings in the history of the Americas outside of Nahua Mexico. Throughout the 

three colonial centuries and even somewhat beyond, there have been several other outbursts of 

Native millenarianism, messianism, revivalism, and nativism, quite like that of Teton, calling for 

a return to traditional religion and foretelling an end to European rule. Notable outbreaks of 

comparable ideologies and charismatic leaders include the Mixtón War from 1540 – 1542, in 

Northern Mexico outside the Nahua (and Mesoamerican) culture area, the Taqui Oncoy 

movement in the late 16th-century Andes, the Pueblo Revolt of New Mexico, headed by Popé 

(1680), and the Chiapas Tzetzal uprising in 1712, led by a young girl who claimed to have 

communicated with the Virgin Mary. Lastly, far outside of colonial Latin America, 

geographically and temporally, the Ghost Dance movement that spread amongst Native 

Americans in the Northern United States in the latter part of the nineteenth century also bore a 

resemblance to Teton's following and the other movements and uprisings mentioned here. 

    The stories of Teton, Ocelotl, Mixcoatl and the like are thus not unique to the colonial 

Mexican experience. They happened, at some point, nearly everywhere where Europeans 

attempted to colonize significant Native populations, when those populations encountered 

periods of great scarcity and poverty, and, in Eric Van Young's estimation, had an established 

tradition of intense piety that underwent attack by Spaniards. Van Young, describing the general 

tendencies of these millenarian and messianic movements, noted that they typically "imagined 

the expulsion or death of Spanish colonists, the return of native deities, the revival of indigenous 

polities, and the enjoyment of a new golden age of peace, health, and plenty."46  
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There are some things rather unique to Teton's millenarianism, however, that are worth 

going into, for they illuminate a greater understanding of his curious, would-be restoration of 

preconquest Nahua religion and society. As to the first feature Van Young mentioned, for 

example, the foretelling of the demise of Spanish rule, a typical feature of these sorts of 

movements is that they advocated direct, physical violence against Europeans and their material 

objects and architecture, especially churches. Popé and the rebelling Pueblo Indians, for 

example, planned to (and did) slaughter nearly every Spaniard in their mist and destroyed 

churches.47 The same is true of the northern Mexcian Chichimecah who fought the Spaniards in 

the Mixton War and the Tzetzal Mayan rebels of Chiapas.48 Even those ideologies that did not 

necessarily stress direct military conflict, such as Taqui Oncoy and the Ghost Dance movement, 

nonetheless imagined that they would conjure ancestral spirits that would kill the hated European 

colonizers.49 50 Even the previously- mentioned Andrés Mixcoatl plotted an armed insurrection 

against Spaniards.51 

A call for violence, whether through arms or spiritual beings, is entirely missing from 

Teton’s speech, in stark contrast to the beliefs of virtually all of the others mentioned, even 

Teton’s two early sixteenth-century counterparts. Teton clearly imagines that Spanish rule will 

come to an end, and Spaniards with it, but it is mostly implied; he does not dwell it on it greatly. 

Missing from his rhetoric is an emphasis on the physical demise of Europeans in particular. 

Much of Juan Teton’s scenario of the end times simply foretells a general end for humanity, or at 

least those who do not heed his call. There are no calls for disobedience of Spanish secular or 

religious authorities, other than the very general command to refrain from worshipping the God 

of Christianity. Teton seems to show greater concern for the fate of his fellow Nahuas than 

anyone else. His primary mission appears to have been to unite Nahuas and steer them back to 
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the tried and true traditional paths of their forefathers rather than to specifically crush Spanish 

hegemony. 

There is, in fact, not a single instance of any known Nahuatl ethnonym for Spaniards, 

Europeans, or anything of the sort. From the moment of contact, the Nahuas possessed several 

terms for Spaniards: caxtiltecatl, españolestin, and quixtianotin, from Spanish castiliano, 

españoles, and cristianos, respectively.52 These are quite common words in early Nahuatl texts, 

and must have been widespread from an early time, given the immediate notoriety and 

significance of Spaniards. None of these terms or anything like them arises in the entire lengthy 

speech of Teton, however. True, most towns outside of the valley of Mexico (and even many in 

it) must have had only limited and sporadic contact with Spaniards, largely limited to visiting 

Spanish corregidores or friars. Nonetheless, from the moment of Conquest (1519 – 1521) words 

for Spaniards must have been heard throughout central Mexico in talks about their movements 

and doings that weighed on all Nahuas, regardless of their physical, face-to-face exposure to the 

foreign colonizers (or the lack of it). It is thus unlikely that even if Teton and his following were 

from fairly rural areas with little exposure to Spaniards (and indeed they were), they would be 

entirely unfamiliar with widespread terminology for Spaniards that had been in use for decades. 

Teton only speaks of his adversaries in the most general terms, giving little specific 

ethnic identifying information about who he talks about. The phrases and words he uses bear no 

sign of particularly referring to Spaniards. On line 35, for example, he condemns the foods 

(specifically meats) consumed and distributed by y[n] ye nican nemi, lit. ‘the ones who are living 

here now’, an extremely broad-sounding phrase. Surely it did include Spaniards, who were the 

original and most significant sources of the new meats that so irked Teton. If it referred only, or 

even principally to them, however, one would think he would have used a specific term for them.  
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Instead, it almost certainly includes some more acculturated Nahuas, for many Nahuas at 

the time were raising livestock, operating slaughterhouses, and working as butchers by the 

middle of the 16th century, even though Spaniards still made up the majority of the owners of 

such enterprises. As Charles Gibson noted, the popular notion that Indians were reluctant meat-

eaters and thus hesitant to consume and prepare new meats introduced by Europeans is false, 

even though European livestock was causing incredible damage to indigenous communities 

(discussed in the next chapter).53 Teton must have been referring to these Nahuas as well who 

were selling and distributing the beef, lamb, and poultry to their fellow Natives, and ironically 

supporting an industry that was devastating Nahua towns. The flavor of the phrase, as I see it, is 

something more like “the current generation,” referring to people, especially those of youth, 

following the latest currents (which amongst the Nahuas at that time included consuming 

Spanish products like the new meats), rather than anything like “Spaniards.” It is almost 

reminiscent of the phrase “the kids these days” uttered in English by older people in disapproval 

of the ways of youths. 

Similarly, on line 79, there is the double phrase or metaphorical difrasismo, in tenitl . yn 

Cuextecatl, lit. ‘the barbarian and the Huastec’, that most assuredly includes Spaniards, but does 

not refer to them exclusively. There Teton talks about some survivors, obviously non-Nahua for 

the most part, though one can imagine some acculturated Nahuas among them, who will move 

into the area after the apocalypse to offer themselves as slaves to be used in a war over what little 

remains. One part of the phrase, Cuextecatl, means Huastec, an indigenous people, unrelated to 

the Nahuas, from what is now the state of Guerrero on the Pacific coast of Mexico. The Huastecs 

went about nude and practiced various forms of body modification the Nahuas found repugnant. 

To the Nahuas, therefore, they represented immodesty, crude lasciviousness, and exoticism.54  
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Tenitl meant ‘barbarian’ or a person from another land.55 Interestingly, in Book 12, 

Sahagún’s informants do note two instances where Mexica-Tlatelolca warriors used the term 

tenitl when addressing groups of enemies led by Spaniards, who certainly were barbarians and 

foreigners, in a sense, to the Nahuas.56 There is no evidence of the term ever having been a 

frequent or specific term for Spaniards, however. Moreover, there were Tlaxcalans and other 

enemy Nahuas among the Spaniards whom the warriors were shouting at, and it is easy to 

imagine the warriors were applying the epithet to those indigenous people as well. The two 

words together instead probably just meant anyone who was not Nahua or who was exotic or 

otherwise not familiar with Nahua cultural norms. Teton, somewhat akin to modern-day 

conservatives, was, I feel, trying to play up fears of a Nahua cultural break down, as well as 

appeal to xenophobia, for the Nahuas did generally look down on non-Nahuas. This is what I 

think he was doing here; rather than inveighing against Spaniards above all else, he was stoking 

fears that surviving bands of "barbarian" Spaniards and other non-Nahua natives would usurp 

their lands after the coming apocalypse cleared out the Nahua population. 

León García claims that the tzitzimimeh mentioned by Teton were Spaniards. Teton was 

thus, according to him, saying that the Spaniards were truly demonic beings, who would reveal 

their demonic nature when the Tying of the Years was to come, and then consume the Nahuas 

they had conquered. Such a claim, if it were true, would not only be poetic, it would have a 

sardonic, wry sense to it: Spanish colonization, with all of its attendant plagues and abuses that 

had whittled away a staggering number of Natives by mid-century, was essentially consuming 

the Nahuas, as García himself notes. He writes: 

In 1558, when Juan Teton was arrested, he could look back on a period of devastation dating from 1524, 

when the Franciscans launched a systematic destruction of native temples. For him, as well as other native  
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healers, wise men, ritualist specialists, and surely a large number of their followers, the new Spanish rulers seemed 

like the prophesied tzitzimimeh deities, charged with devouring the people at the end of time. In a way, the 

perception of being devoured was accurate. People were being devoured by the combined onslaughts of war, forced 

labor, displacement and especially disease.57 

Nowhere does Teton ever explicitly identify the Spaniards as tzitzimimeh, or anything 

other than humans, however. His description of the apocalypse seems to cast Spaniards as being 

as much of victims as the Nahuas. When describing the transformations that ensue, he never says 

that only Nahuas who partake in Spanish cultural practices will transform or perish. He merely 

states that anyone who partakes in consuming foreign foods will die in the coming disaster, 

which presumably includes Spaniards as well.  On lines 70 – 73, there is a significant section 

dealing with a future confrontation with one of the tzitzimimeh, tlantepozilama, an 'old lady 

demon with metal teeth'. There is nothing at all suggesting that Teton is speaking of a Spaniard 

or anything at all connected to Spaniards. Instead, he mentions it as if it were an entirely 

supernatural phenomenon.  

García avers that Ocelotl and Mixcoatl called the Spaniards tzitzimimeh, but this in itself 

is not a sure sign that Teton thought the same way, in spite of his obvious commonalities with 

those two. Teton was mostly unconcerned with Spaniards, seemingly confident that they would 

all perish in the coming disaster. He was more concerned with the Native consumption of the 

food that they had introduced. It is unlikely, I should add, that Teton refrained from making a 

stated connection between the tzitzimimeh and Spaniards, or even mentioning Spaniards in 

particular, because he was afraid of the consequences of doing so. Teton was extremely brazen 

and knew if he fell into Spanish hands he would be in grave trouble for denouncing the Christian 

God, a crime amongst crimes in colonial Mexico. He would have hardly risked anything more by 

also insulting or denouncing Spaniards by name. We could not reasonably expect that someone 
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who would openly express their apostasy would be somehow afraid of saying offensive things 

about Spaniards. 

Another general Native millenarian/messianic characteristic present in Teton's beliefs, but 

to a lesser extent, or taking on a different dimension, is a strict disbelief in the colonizer's 

religion, accompanied by the defacing of Christian objects and a call to returning to old forms of 

worship. Nearly all of the other examples of Native messianism, millenarianism, and nativism 

expressly disapproved of Christianity, at least in the orthodox, unsyncretized forms propagated 

by authorities, and ordered its rejection. Teton did too, of course, claiming that if any of his 

fellow Nahuas continued to believe in God and failed to renounce their baptisms, they would 

change into animals or otherwise be destroyed. 

While other anti-Christian Natives also wanted their followers to stop believing in God, 

they simultaneously advocated a return to belief in pre-colonial gods: Popé and the Pueblos, for 

example, did that, and the Andeans participating in Taqui Onqoy predicted a return of traditional 

deities and spirits.58 59 Teton makes no such commands, in contrast. He does not even name any 

preconquest gods, other than Tlalticpaque 'the Lord of the Earth' (line 75), perhaps a reference to 

Tlaloc, the rain god, or Tezcatlipoca, variously spoken of as if he were the primary Nahua deity? 

This citing of his name, however, has nothing to do with returning to traditional religion. Teton 

does not order his followers to worship this god, he merely talks about him drying up the earth's 

soil and preventing the cultivation of food.  

Teton's orders regarding the renouncement of Christianity are also surprisingly austere 

and simple. Teton does not cast aspersions on or doubt the efficacy of the Saints, the Virgin 

Mary, the Bible, Jesus Christ and his Cross, nor any of the other conspicuous philosophical or 

theological elements of Christianity. In contrast, the Pueblo rebels, to name one of but many 
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examples, defaced crosses and other Church paraphernalia, in addition to casting aside 

Christianity.60 Even the Nahua Andrés Mixcoatl mocked the Catholic Credo.61 Teton does 

condemn baptism and issues a sort of reverse-baptism to his followers to confirm their rejection 

of Christianity, something that, interestingly, Native rebels in several other anti-Christian and 

anti-Spanish revolts also did.62 63 But Teton had nothing to say about other Christian sacraments, 

unlike other similar messianic figures who also despised Christian marriage and ordered their 

followers to dissolve their marriage vows.64  

All of this could be attributable simply to brevity; I suppose the annalists could not list 

everything that Teton advocated. I doubt this, however, as the authors of the Annals of Juan 

Bautista rarely show concern for conciseness; they were fond of recording lengthy speeches and 

details to an extent matched by no other annalist. Certain events that other Nahua scribes 

described in a mere paragraph or two take up a whole folio or two in the Annals of Juan Bautista. 

Moreover, the whole basis for choosing to cover Teton's rise and fall was that the authors wanted 

to cover a juicy, sensational story. It is unlikely that they would have omitted any scandalous or 

attention-grabbing details like a repudiation of the saints or plans to dismantle crosses. 

Instead, I think this is a testament to the relatively minor direct impact and influence 

Christianity and Spanish authorities had on many Nahua communities far from Mexico City or 

major Spanish population centers in the early sixteenth century. A common assumption, both 

amongst scholars and lay people, is that Europeans had a tremendous degree of control over 

Natives in every place they nominally included in their empires. In fact, much research has 

shown that throughout the Americas, places supposedly "colonized" and incorporated into 

European global empires were actually under de facto Native rule.65 Spanish rule was certainly 

solidly established in central Mexico, but the Nahuas possessed a surprising degree of autonomy 
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and segregation from Spaniards, all the more so the further one went away from Mexico City, 

Puebla, or any of the other major Spanish-founded urban settlements.  

I should not give the impression that the Spaniards had no real power or authority over 

any or some groups of Nahuas; the onerous burden of tribute constantly hung over the heads of 

all Nahua communities, no matter how far-flung they were, and the consequences of not paying 

were severe and very real.66 The fact that Spanish authorities apprehended and punished Teton 

certainly shows that Spanish power was no illusion for those who constituted a significant threat. 

For the most part, however, most Nahuas, especially those living in the type of altepetl like that 

in which Teton cultivated his followers, hardly dealt with Spaniards or Christianity, except when 

an official came to collect tribute, or a friar appeared to administer baptism or mass. Spanish 

civilian settlement was extremely minuscule, and the mestizaje supposedly characteristic of the 

entire colonial period was often insignificant. As Charles Gibson noted, places like Xochimilco 

and Coatepec (one of the altepetl Teton had a following in) to the south of Mexico City had 

"disproportionately small non-Indian [European or Black] intrusions. All available information 

indicates that ethnic mixture was greater in Mexico City and in the larger towns and haciendas 

than in small [mostly Native] towns and the countryside."67 

Consequently, unlike the participants in the Mixton war, who were literally at war with 

Spaniards, or the Pueblo Indians whose ritual life was under constant attack from friars who were 

ever-present in their lives, Teton had little reason to use promises of violence against Spanish 

authorities to appeal to his followers. Talk of an all-consuming doomsday that would do away 

with everyone who did not follow Teton's survival advice was sufficient. No Spaniards would 

obviously heed his call, so most if not all Spaniards would perish, and their hated tribute 

demands along with them, without the Natives having to shed a drop of blood.  
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This last point must have been particularly important. By 1558, Teton and his followers 

would have been aware of several indigenous military losses, from the original Conquest of 

Mexico in 1521, to the more recent Mixton war, to even the failure of Andrés Mixcoatl's would-

be armed insurrection almost twenty years before. Other Natives who either had a greater 

probability of success in battle against Spanish forces, or who were not as familiar with their 

military capacity, might back a plan to violently oppose Spaniards. But the Nahuas, after having 

seen even the imposing Mexica crumble before the Spaniards and their indigenous allies, along 

with the later failures of other would-be rebels, were unlikely to support such a plan of action. 

Hence why Teton's movement has somewhat of a more passive nature to it concerning Spaniards 

than other comparable Native crusades.     

Similarly, there was little reason for Teton to rail against anything but the most basic 

aspects of Christianity or Catholic clerics. For many, if not most such people, the only sacrament 

they had received was baptism. Sixteenth-century friars baptized countless Nahuas, often without 

imparting any lasting understanding of Christian theology or ever administering to them again. 

This was something that even some Spaniards at the time took note of, leading to skepticism 

over the early friars' bragging about these mass baptisms.68 

Teton was familiar with the Church's official Nahuatl term for baptism, necuatequilizlti 

lit. 'the pouring of water above one's head' (seen in line 6 as innequatequiliz), a neologism coined 

by the friars to distinguish their orthodox sacrament from indigenous bathing rituals.69 If he used 

it in his speech to refer specifically to baptisms, then his audience must have also understood it 

as such. Neither Teton nor the authors of the passage ever used the term to talk about Teton's 

reverse-baptisms, only verbs based on paca 'to wash' appear in this context, as on line 10 

mocuapacque, 'they had their heads washed'. This indicates that Teton and others understood 
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necuatequilizlti as only referring to Christian baptism, meaning that at least this linguistic 

invention of the friars had made considerable headway into the general Nahua consciousness, 

despite having only been introduced some decades before. Tellingly, none of the other 

improvised Nahuatl terms put forth by clerics to describe Christian sacraments and theology 

appear in the entry. Tlamahuizolli, a word that the friars repurposed into a term for Christian 

miracles, can be found on line 54, but there it obviously has its original pre-Christian meaning, 

referring to a frightening or otherwise notable occurrence. This suggests that baptism was the 

one Christian ritual they were most familiar with (perhaps the only one), and certainly one that 

made the biggest impression. There is no sign that they had significant exposure to other aspects 

of Christian ritual life or theology.  

Marriages and other sacraments were undoubtedly also present to some extent in 

Atlapolco and Coatepec, but their enforcement was probably sporadic. Even with the indigenous 

depopulation wrought by epidemics, Indians sharply outnumbered Spaniards, especially outside 

the cities. There were thus simply not enough Spanish clerics to make sure that all of the Indians 

in the countryside followed strict Christian orthodoxy. As a result, Teton's message centered not 

around human Spaniards or their beliefs that barely made a dent in his follower's lives. Rather, 

he focused on aspects of introduced Spanish culture that were having profound effects and did 

not need sustained Spanish intervention to continue spreading (namely, intrusions of ungulate 

herds, as we shall see).  

Teton and others like him could be described as "nativist" to a certain extent, in the sense 

that all of them urged a rejection of foreign goods and objects. Teton's nativism, however, 

appears to have been more selective and pragmatic than usual. Most other Native rebels called 

for the near-total expulsion of anything even remotely associated with European invaders. Popé, 
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for example, not only wanted to cast out Spanish food and livestock, but even went as far as 

forbidding any of his Pueblo adherents from uttering even a word of Spanish.70 Teton, though, 

was not so strict, as he wanted to retain some European introductions that he felt were beneficial 

to his cause.  

On line 69, for example, he advises his followers to protect their stomachs from the metal 

fangs of the demoness tlantepozilama by covering them with Spanish pitchers or jugs. We know 

they had to be specifically Spanish pitchers because Teton used a Spanish loan word: salo, 

Nahuatlized jarro, Spanish for 'pitcher' or ‘jug.' León García, a specialist and expert on Nahua 

myth and demonology, notes that neither he nor any other scholar knows of why Teton 

advocated this; there are no known instances of beliefs in the power of pottery of any kind to 

ward off tzitzimimeh.71 I speculate that the pitchers were metal themselves, or were at least made 

of some material harder than that used in indigenous vessels, and thus could withstand an attack 

from the metal teeth of a fearsome tzitzimimitl.  

  On line 12, the author explains that Teton was able to build followers in two altepetl 

because the followers in one sent to the other their amatl, literally 'paper,' a word that referred to 

written documents in colonial Nahuatl, like letters.72 Teton and his followers thus must have used 

Latin alphabetic writing – a Spanish introduction – to spread their message. Interestingly, some 

other Nahuas with nativist sentiments who found Spanish culture and Christianity to be 

distasteful scorned writing. Don Carlos Chichimecateuctli, the Tetzcocan lord executed for 

refusing Christianity in 1539, was said to have been against the use of Latin letters. A don Juan 

of Totoltepec who had also run afoul of Spanish authorities for relapsing into the old ways was 

said to have mocked alphabetic writing by dressing as a Spaniard and throwing books down on 

the floor.73 
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Teton's nativism was centered primarily on eradicating Spanish-introduced livestock and 

anything made from it, like meat and clothing. Aside from Christianity, the only other things 

brought over by the Spanish that Teton told his acolytes to avoid were anything made from cows, 

sheep, pigs, and chicken. Not avoiding such animal products would result in a transformation, he 

claimed. Anyone who consumed the meat of a certain animal, or wore clothing made from it, 

would turn into that very animal when the Tying of the Years came, according to Teton. While 

the threat of a transformation is rather unique, the rejection of animals introduced by Europeans 

is something that Natives rebelling against European rule also did elsewhere. To return to the 

Pueblos and use them again as an example, they too, at the behest of Popé, destroyed European 

livestock.74 But though that was but one facet of such groups' casting out of all things European 

and Spanish, this was the greatest part of Teton's message, the raison de être of his movement, 

and the extent of his selective opposition to Spanish material culture. In the next chapter, I will 

look at what motivated him to so strongly abhor foreign farm animals. In particular, I will argue 

that his hatred and obsession stemmed from the very real damage such livestock were doing to 

the Nahuas of his time.
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Chapter 3: 

16th-Century Mexico’s “Plague of Sheep (and Cows)” and the Roots of Juan Teton’s  

Movement 

From an anthropological, religious and mythological standpoint, much can be made of 

Juan Teton's focus on animals and his dire warnings of metamorphosis (indeed, León García 

Garagarza in his doctoral dissertation has already produced an in-depth analysis from such a 

perspective).75 The Nahuas had superstitious beliefs involving transformations into animals. 

Indigenous sorcerers called nahualli were said to be able to turn themselves or others into non-

humans.76 There was, hence, some precedent for the sort of things Teton was describing.  

Studying Nahua mythology and religion, however, is always a precarious affair. These 

topics were always highly taboo in colonial society, and so the Nahuas who were well-versed in 

such things were hesitant to write about them, resulting in a limited amount of sources. 

Moreover, when they did write on these matters, there is no telling whether they were modifying 

certain things to fit the changed conditions and needs of the colonial period; many such texts 

were produced under European supervision anyway or translated by Europeans, resulting in 

uncertainty over the degree to which a given "indigenous" text reflects an authentic Native 

religious perspective. It is a known fact, for example, that in his treatment of preconquest 

religion, Fernando Alva Ixtlilxochitl twisted the facts to make it seem as though Nahua religion 

was closer to Christianity than it actually was.77 As another example, scholars have shown that 

the claims in Nahuatl documents of Hernando Cortez being a thought of as a deity foretold to 

return are not evidence of Native fatalistic prophecies, nor of supposed indigenous ideas of 

"man-gods." They were instead the post-hoc fabrications of defeated Natives, looking for a way 
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to explain their defeat by ascribing foolish beliefs to leaders of unsuccessful attempts at resisting 

Spaniards.78 The documentary base we have for studying native beliefs concerning religion and 

superstition is therefore fragmentary and replete with biases that are not easy to see at all. The 

scholar proceeding along this perilous and difficult-to-navigate path runs the risk of making 

outlandish and ridiculous claims based only on a few lines of poorly-understood text written with 

uncertain motivations.      

We can, instead, try to understand the actions of Nahuas from a practical, rational 

perspective, attempting to ascertain their intentions and motives based on what their real-world, 

self-interests were. The Nahuas, were, as James Lockhart recognized, a pragmatic people, and so 

there is indeed a practical purpose behind just about everything they did, regardless of whatever 

religious or superstitious veneers their actions may have had.79 The Aztec Empire's mass human 

sacrifices to the gods, for example, may or may not have been motivated by a desire to sate the 

appetites of deities and thereby stave off a cosmic cataclysm, as stated in some texts.80 

Regardless, one can see that they clearly served the secular purpose of intimidating enemies and 

displaying the fearsome imperial might of the Mexica and their close allies; why else would 

human sacrifices have always been highly public affairs, with the Mexica even inviting the 

leaders of enemy altepetl to witness them?81 82 Likewise, the "flowery wars" waged between the 

Aztec Empire and their enemies, in which neither side sought to kill, as in a real, "angry" war, 

but only to take prisoners, were, according to some sources, a way of generating captives to feed 

the ever-hungry gods.83 As Frederic Hicks has convincingly argued, however, a careful reading 

of such sources suggests that whatever religious explanations the Nahuas gave for the flowery 

wars, their primary purpose was merely to provide military training.84  
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In sum, we often do not need to look into cryptic and elusive questions of religious, or 

"cosmic" aspects of Nahua history or culture, when there are utilitarian facets in plain sight. 

Actually, trying to analyze Nahua actions and tendencies as a result of their religious beliefs, 

which we will always know so little about, can sometimes do more harm than good. It can 

distract us from much simpler explanations and lead us to focus instead on wild conjectures 

based on shaky foundations.    

It is therefore not strictly necessary to spend too much time looking into the mysterious 

tradition of nahualli and Mesoamerican shape-shifting magic, or doomsday prophecies, in order 

to explain the rise and nature of Teton's ideology (though careful, restrained studies on such 

themes are not entirely without value). Teton's warning that Eurasian livestock would bring on 

an apocalypse had, in fact, obvious, real-world roots: herd animals introduced by Spaniards were 

wreaking havoc on indigenous communities that themselves were already reeling from 

depopulation caused by epidemics. These new animals, herded (at least at first) by Spaniards 

who had little concern or respect for indigenous communities, often trampled or consumed 

indigenous crops, and quickly grew to astonishing numbers. Herds could double in size in less 

than a year and a half, and by the mid-sixteenth century, there were some herds of sheep 

consisting of 12,000 to 15,000 head, all posing a threat to the sustenance of Nahuas. Indigenous 

people fought back as well as they could, with fences, trenches, traps, dogs, and even fire, but as 

Gibson sadly noted, "in general, cattle were more successful in finding forage than were Indians 

in protecting their crops."85 

We may find it odd and silly when we read Teton's claim that the entire population of one 

altepetl, Xallatlauhco, had turned into cows, and that the once-settled land now lay fallow: “They 

[the people of Xallatlauhco] are now all cows. The altepetl [of Xallatlauhco] no longer exists; 
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where they one lived there are now only plains and forests, where cows roam around all over” 

(lines 47 – 51). It truly seemed, however, as though livestock were replacing (indigenous) 

humans in the countryside. Throughout the sixteenth century, the population of grazing ungulates 

like cows expanded as the Nahua's numbers declined in a strongly inverse relationship, a trend 

that would not halt until the 1600s. The replacement of Natives with sheep, cows, and other 

herding animals was the "final outcome" of this sixteenth-century "plague of sheep," according 

to environmental historian Elinore G. K. Melville. She added, "they [the animals] displaced them 

[Natives] – ate them, as the saying goes."86 Some altepetl that had suffered particularly intensely 

from the combined depredations of disease and ungulate herds must have truly appeared to have 

transformed into roaming herds of cattle. 

The reason for the "success" of such animals in early colonial Mexico was much the same 

as the reason why European pathogens struck down Natives in such staggering quantities. In a 

manner akin to the "virgin soil" dynamic, whereby the numbers of infectious microbes skyrocket 

when introduced to populations with no resistance to or familiarity with them, so too do ungulate 

populations rapidly and exponentially increase when they move into areas where no grazing 

animals existed before. This process, known as "ungulate irruption," had tragic consequences 

beyond short-term destruction of Native agriculture. It would lead to a loss of territorial rights 

and integrity in many Nahua communities at the end of the sixteenth century despite an enduring 

(though sharply diminished) indigenous majority. As Melville wrote: 

By the end of the sixteenth century the bulk of the population of New Spain was still Indian; but the Indians were no 

longer in possession of the land, as they had been during the first generation after th e conquest. The colonial society 

had changed from the early postconquest decades, when tiny groups of Spaniards represented the new political order 
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in a predominantly indigenous culture and civilization. By the end of the century the Indian population was an 

impoverished peasantry in a new political economy.87 

Juan Teton was thus right, in a sense, in predicting an impending disaster and in 

observing animals’ displacement of people, however silly some of the specifics of his ideas were. 

Xallatlauhco in the fertile Toluca Valley produced much maize, the “most meaningful surplus” 

product of the Nahuas there.88 The place must have seemed like a buffet to the roving herds of 

insatiable livestock, which Spanish encomenderos and small ranchers had recently introduced, 

and which even some Natives were starting to cultivate, to the great detriment of their kin.89 It 

could not be the case, obviously that the people of Xallatlauhco literally transformed into cows; 

however, it is not unlikely at all that the town, full of succulent maize that tempted ungulates, no 

doubt, lost much of its human population and gained a great deal of cattle. It truly could have 

well seemed like there were nothing but “plains and forests, where cows roam all over” to 

someone passing by the place. One could not blame Teton for believing that the denizens of 

Xallatlauhco had transformed into cows, for in a figurative sense, they did. One could especially 

not blame him for thinking that such a fate awaited the Nahuas of other places, for, in empirical 

historical fact, that is what precisely what happened to many a Native community.   

It is this historical context, and only this, that chiefly explains Teton’s curiously selective 

nativism with its strong emphasis on certain foreign animals above all else. Were Teton 

advocating the cessation of the consumption of European foods primarily to counteract “the 

destructive sorcery” of the Spaniards as tzitzimimeh or some other mystical reason, as León 

García claims,90 we would expect Teton also to condemn Spanish foodstuffs made from non-

animal ingredients. Yet, although Spaniards had introduced wheat, olives, and other 

Mediterranean crops to Mexico, Teton said nothing specifically about refraining from the 
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consumption of European bread or wine. Beef, lamb, and clothes from leather and wool were 

what drew his ire. Similarly, if it were mostly Nahua superstition about transformation into 

animals that was the impetus for his movement and predictions, we would not expect Teton to 

focus so much on cattle. Cows are the most mentioned type of livestock in the speech, and the 

first in his list of forbidden animals which is hardly surprising considering that of all the 

troublesome ungulates, the Nahuas despised cows the most.91 92 One also would expect Teton to 

focus on other ungulates brought by Spaniards like donkeys, mules, and horse, but of course, this 

was not the case since those animals were far less in number and posed less of a threat to the 

Nahuas’ well-being. Teton may have couched his campaign in terms and traditions from Nahua 

myth and religion, but his ideas were driven by and grounded in practical, real-world concerns, 

namely the disastrous ungulate irruptions taking place. 

As yet another telling sign that they were most inspired to action by the destruction of 

ungulate herds, rather than indigenous demonology or calendrical superstition, Teton and his 

movement hailed from the areas of Mexico hardest hit by roaming herds. Juan Teton himself was 

from Michmaloyan, an altepetl in the Meziquital Valley. According to Melville, whose work A 

Plague of Sheep centered around the effects of pastoralism on the environment and Native 

people of that very valley, Spanish-introduced livestock turned the region where Teton grew up 

into an arid wasteland, dominated by Spaniards:   

… the relationships between humans and the physical environment of the Valle del Mezquital were completely 

changed [by ungulate herds]: intensive irrigation agriculture shifted to extensive pastoralism; the region was 

transformed from a complex and densely populated agricultural mosaic into a sparsely populated mesquite desert; 

and the indigenous populations were economically marginalized while land and regional production passed into the 

hands of large landowners who were socially (if not always ethnically) Spanish.93 
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The environmental damage the ungulate irruptions of the sixteenth century caused was so 

severe that even today, though irrigation has greatly improved the agricultural capacity of the 

Mezquital Valley, the area is almost synonymous with poverty and barrenness. In Melville’s 

words, Mexicans have long considered the valley an “almost mythologically poor place,” the 

“archetype of the barren regions of Mexico.”94 Teton had in all certainty witnessed these 

disastrous changes going on in his place of origin and was determined to put a stop to the 

depredations of cows, sheep, and other nuisance animals, so that other areas would not suffer the 

same effects.  

The altepetl southwest of the Valley of Mexico, in the Toluca Valley, where Teton 

cultivated followers, did not suffer such lasting effects and stigma. They were, and are, however, 

agriculturally fertile areas (Coatepec today is called Coatepec Harinas, because of all the flour 

produced there) who would have stood the most to lose from the herds of animals eager to take 

advantage of an environment entirely unprepared to deal with them. Indeed, by that time, as I 

mentioned previously, livestock was starting to make considerable headway into the valley; pigs 

would become “ubiquitous” there in the late sixteenth century.95 It should be unsurprising that it 

was precisely in that area, and not in some more urbanized altepetl like Tenochtitlan, where 

people, even the elites, took to Juan Teton’s cautions on the dangers of Spanish animals. In sum, 

even though aspects of Nahua myth and superstition influenced some of the specific aspects of 

Juan Teton’s prophecy, in ways which we can likely never confidently know given the 

problematic nature of the study of Nahua religion, it was the livestock herds and their deleterious 

effects on the Nahuas that gave Teton his impetus and appeal.

 75 García, The Return of Martín Ocelotl, chap. The End of the World in New Spain, 1558, When People 

Turned into Cattle. 
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Chapter 4 

Evidence of Nahua Fatalism? 

Let me say finally something about the supposedly fatalist nature of Nahua culture, 

perpetually focused on prophesied cataclysms and doom, which would seem, on first glance, to 

be reaffirmed by the case of Juan Teton. Until James Lockhart and the advent of the “New 

Philology” school, many scholars portrayed the Nahuas as a people “shocked out of its senses, 

amazed, bewildered, overwhelmed, benumbed by the intruders, paralyzed, fate-ridden, prepared 

for imminent doom and disappearance.”96 A constant theme was the purported prophecy of the 

return of Quetzalcoatl fulfilled by Hernando Cortez, who the Mexica-Aztecs (and particularly the 

emperor Moteuczoma) mistakenly took as being that deity, thereby foolishly sealing their fates. 

The Mexica and other Nahuas were, such scholars argued, obsessed with omens and auguries, 

relying on them and almost unable to act unless some prophecy provided them with a course of 

action. Tzvetan Todorov, perhaps the most extreme proponent of the idea, wrote: “The whole 

history of the Aztecs, as it is narrated in their own chronicles, consists of realizations of anterior 

prophecies, as if the event could not occur unless it had been previously announced."97 Indeed, 

many scholars still present such a view of Nahua culture.98  

Historians like Lockhart and those inspired by his research have done much to discredit 

the image of the Nahuas as unduly fatalist and fearful of the future. Such research has presented 

the Nahuas as a people as empirical, rational, and pragmatic as any other. James Lockhart’s work 

on the Conquest of Mexico has demonstrated, for example, that Cortez’ supposed fulfillment of 

indigenous prophecy, along with other omens foretelling the Conquest, were post hoc 

fabrications, invented by the humiliated and conquered Mexica to explain their loss.99 Later 
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adherents of Lockhart’s views, like Camilla Townsend, have gone further in “burying the white 

gods” and dispelling the notion that the Nahuas ever thought any of the conquistadors were 

deities of any sort.100 

Still, the story of Juan Teton would seem to add much proof of a highly fatalist bent in 

Nahua culture. Here we have clear evidence of a Nahua predicting an apocalypse and obviously 

drawing from Nahua tradition when doing so; as he himself said, his prediction was in line with 

his ancestors’ own beliefs that the Binding of the Years, or the end of the 52-year count and the 

occurrence of the year 1-Rabbit, was an uncertain and frightful time in which human-eating 

demons appeared and transformations happened, among other disasters. This belief is something 

attested to, with some sources claiming that a pervasive dread spread throughout Mexico each 

time the unlucky date came. During this time, the Nahuas supposedly kept all pregnant women in 

maize bins and prevented children from sleeping in order to keep these groups of people from 

transforming into animals.101 In the Annals of Cuauhtitlan, known also as The Codex 

Chimalpopoca, the author shows clear signs that 1-Rabbit was considered an unlucky year when 

famine was likely to strike.102 The aforementioned similarities of Teton’s speech with a part of a 

prayer to Tlaloc also foretelling doom is a further hint that Teton borrowed from established 

Nahua apocalyptic beliefs. Moreover, Teton had the support of several credulous Nahuas, 

showing that this was not merely the ravings of one man, but possibly something with broader 

appeal in Nahua culture. 

Indeed, León García, one of the few scholars to pay much attention to the story of Juan 

Teton, has seized upon the entry as proof that the Nahuas were terrified when the binding of the 

years came: “The fact that Juan Teton prophesied doom for the year 1-Rabbit of 1558 

demonstrates that he, and no doubt many others, continued to subscribe to the ancient 
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Mesoamerican calendar and its associated practices, including a belief in the special danger of 

the period beginning in the year 1-Rabbit and culminating in the following year, 2-Reed.”103 Here 

it might seem that the Lockhartian perspective of the empirical and rational Nahuas, 

characterized by “pragmatism, flexibility, [and] self-absorption,” might seem in doubt.104   

Teton and his followers, however, like so many other Nahuas at the time, were under 

conditions of tremendous stress and desolation, the likes of which the Nahuas had never seen 

before. Racked on one side by epidemics introduced since the very Conquest itself, which had 

already consumed millions and would take around 90% of the population by the century’s end, 

and under attack from herds of livestock that threatened them with famine by decimating their 

crops and facilitating the usurping of their lands, the Nahuas were living in the midst of a 

disaster. To many Nahuas, even if there were no apocalyptic traditions in their culture, it would 

have indeed seemed as if the world might well end, or at least the Nahua world would. This 

would have been especially the case in places particularly hit by the double impact of disease and 

ungulate irruptions, as was the case in the Mezquital Valley where Teton hailed from, and was 

likely the case in the Toluca Valley, home to his acolytes. It is in trying times like those, when 

scarcity runs rampant and traditional society seems to be on the brink of collapse, that people are 

particularly prone to apocalypticism and the calls and promises of charismatic leaders. Eric Van 

Young has found, in fact, that Native messianism and millenarianism throughout the Americas 

occurred typically amongst peoples suffering from difficult material conditions as a result of 

European colonization, as many in the Toluca and Mezquital Valleys undoubtedly were in 

1558.105 

The tortuous historical circumstances that Teton and his followers found themselves in, 

therefore, had more to do with why they acted as they did, than did any cultural predisposition to 
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fatalism or prophetic traditions. What they were dealing with were precisely the sorts of things 

that have driven other groups of people to rely on superstition and irrational beliefs, out of 

hopelessness and anguish. Their views and actions, recorded in that entry from The Annals of 

Juan Bautista, should consequently not be seen as being reflective of patterns and inclinations in 

Nahua culture, but rather as an extreme reaction to a desperate, unprecedented situation. These 

were not Nahuas under normal conditions, and the whole debacle they embroiled themselves in 

does not, therefore, demonstrate normal Nahua behavior. This was an idiosyncratic deviation 

from well-attested, general patterns found throughout the historical record in the research of the 

Lockhart school that in no way serves as proof of typical Nahua propensities. 

As the surest sign of how unrepresentative of the Nahuas Teton and his movement were, 

consider how few Nahuas overall joined Teton, or even expressed similar beliefs. Teton only 

managed to attract followers in two altepetl, out of hundreds, and undoubtedly fell into Spanish 

hands because of other Nahuas who disagreed with him or otherwise opposed him and reported 

him to authorities. This is all the more impressive considering that other Nahuas were hard hit 

during these times as well, and thus susceptible to millenarian superstition. One would think that 

if the Nahuas truly adhered to the idea that the Binding of the Years was a time of such immense 

danger and peril, we would see countless reports in the historical record of mass hysteria 

amongst the Nahuas in 1558. In fact, there are no such signs of Nahuas in that year placing 

pregnant women into clay granaries, or any of the other practices purportedly carried out by 

Nahuas on such occasions according to undoubtedly exaggerated, sensationalistic accounts of 

preconquest culture.  

One cannot say that this was because the Nahuas had been sufficiently acculturated in 

1558 to the point that such traditions were effectively eliminated, and the Nahuas hence now 
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possessed a more rational European outlook. This simply would have been impossible. By the 

1550s, the still vastly outnumbered Spaniards had hardly made any deep, significant changes to 

Nahua culture and society, which still strongly ran on essentially preconquest lines. Most Nahuas 

had already been baptized and, at least nominally incorporated into the Church, but they likely 

only grasped the basic tenets of Christianity. Spaniards were simply too few, and the linguistic 

and cultural barrier was far too high for them to have, in only some four decades, thoroughly 

changed the worldviews and attitudes of millions of Nahuas. Other than the limited penetration 

of European material objects and other mostly superficial changes, the Nahuas in 1558 were 

much the same as they were in 1519. As Lockhart argued, noting that Nahua perceptions and 

approaches must have hardly changed between the Conquest and mid-century, 

What we find, picking up about 1550, is a picture dominated in so many aspects by patently untouched 

preconquest patterns that it does not take much imagination to reconstruct a great deal of the situation during the 

missing years [since the Conquest]. It would be a most unlikely scenario for a people to have spent twenty-five 

undocumented years in wide-mouthed amazement inspired by some incredible intruders [Spaniards], and then, the 

moment we can see them in documents, to have relapsed into going about their business, seeking the advantage of 

their local entities, interpreting everything about the newcomers as some familiar aspect of their local culture , 

showing concern with the Spaniards only insofar as they impinged on local life.106 

It is evidently true that the Nahuas, like all other peoples, had superstitions, and in 

particular, superstitions about dates. Nevertheless, the presence of such magical beliefs hardly 

indicates that the Nahuas by and large slavishly adhered to them, allowing their entire lives to be 

dictated by ideas regarding the good and bad luck associated with certain dates. Similar 

delusions exist in contemporary Western culture in the form of astrology, which is still quite 

popular, but people who live their lives in strict accordance with their horoscopes are few and far 

in between.  
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As mentioned before, there were negative connotations in preconquest Nahua society 

associated with the year 1-Rabbit, attested in Nahuatl annals; it was a year-sign associated with 

famine and hunger. Judging by Nahuatl annals, however, preconquest Nahua society did not 

come to a standstill during those purportedly foreboding years. The Codex Chimalpopoca 

documents famines in two preconquest occurrences of 1-Rabbit, corresponding to 1506 and 

1454, which were terrible indeed, but otherwise, Nahua history continued to roll along: wars 

were fought, rulers were installed, and temples were built according to the Codex, as in other 

years. Notably, as with postconquest annals, the sorts of outlandish traditions said to have been 

practiced in 1-Rabbit during the Binding of the Years are nowhere to be found in the Codex’s 

entries corresponding to such dates. 107 Just as in 1558, there are no reports in 1506 or 1454 in the 

annals of any strange practices intended to stave off transformations or other dangerous 

supernatural phenomena, nor are there remarks of people fearing the descent of demons onto 

earth. While these beliefs undoubtedly existed, the lack of evidence in the historical record of 

masses of people expressing great fear over them would suggest that most did not take them 

seriously. One can imagine they were like contemporary superstitions about ghosts: they were a 

significant part of the culture that everyone was familiar with, but all but the most credulous 

members of society, like the very young and old, rarely expressed genuine, lasting fear over 

them.    

It is of great importance to note that apocalypticism and millenarianism were actually 

quite prevalent in Spanish culture around the time of conquest and colonization. Many at the 

time felt that they were living in the final years before the return of Christ, a fear which the 

Spanish landfall and expansion in the Americas only exacerbated. Evangelization of the newly-

encountered and conquered Native Americans seemed to fulfill the prophecy foretelling that the 
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Second Coming would occur when all nations had been brought within the grace of God.108 

Columbus himself was obsessed with biblical prophecy, believing himself to be a new David, 

finding a New Jerusalem in the Americas.109 Beliefs regarding a Muslim reconquest of Spain that 

would trigger an ensuing apocalypse also circulated widely, with adherents referring to King 

Ferdinand and the succeeding Hapsburgs as the final rulers of Spain.110 Clearly, if the Nahuas 

could at all be described as fatalist, then so too could their Spanish contemporaries, who could be 

as ready and eager for the End Times as Juan Teton and his followers ever wer
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Phrases and Terms of Interest From the Passage 

Line 19, quitotihui in tocolhuá lit. 'they go along saying it, that which is our grandfathers.' It is 

common in the Nahuatl corpus for Nahua scribes to use constructions with yāuh 'to go' as an 

auxiliary verb in the present (the plural of which ends in -tihui) when talking about people who 

lived long before and are clearly deceased. It is particularly common in conversations about 

respected people in the past, especially one's ancestors or forefathers; the subjects of such verbs 

are often nouns like tachcohcōlhuān, literally 'our great-grandfathers.' Puzzlingly, the preterit 

form, ending in -tiyahqueh, which from an Indo-European perspective would seem appropriate 

for describing actions of people in the past, is seldom seen when encountering such subject 

matter.  Nahuatl grammarians have long thought of these verb forms as translating to English 

progressive verb phrases beginning with "goes along …," as in "you are going along paying."111 

This leads to seemingly nonsensical literal meanings for such sentences, like "our great-

grandfathers go along dancing" and the like.  

In Chimalpahin's writings for example, one can read yn quiteneuhtihui tachcocolhuan 

catca. tonatiuh quallo, "Our forefathers called it (lit. 'our great-grandfathers go along calling it') 

the sun being eaten," and tlahtoque quicauhtihui "The [past] rulers left it (lit. 'go along leaving 

it')."112 A similar example occurs in Book 6 of the Florentine Codex, in a part of the prayer to 

Tlaloc quite similar to Teton's own speech. There the author uses the phrase "The grandfathers, 

the grandmothers come knowing it, come guarding it [quimatti[h]uitze quipixti[h]uitze]," 

employing another highly similar present-tense progress auxiliary –tihuitz(e) “to come doing 

something.”113 It appears the Nahuas could use present-tense auxiliary verbs other than yāuh 

when speaking of ancestors or elders as well.    
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We can be sure that these are in fact in the present progressive, and are not very similar-

looking present purposive forms, which also end in -tihui (though they were pronounced 

differently, the former having a long vowel that the Nahuas did not typically mark), because they 

use preterit verb stems. Were the purposive form the one used, we would see quitenehuatihui and 

quicahuatihui, for example. As to why the Nahuas did this, it should be noted that, as Andrews 

has identified, Nahuatl had a "historical present," in which the present tense could refer to actions 

of historical actors. Tense in Nahuatl does not always correspond to time.114  The preterite, 

however, is far more common for such uses when describing history, but the Nahuas still used 

present progressives unusually consistently when talking about ancestors. Lockhart noted that the 

Nahuas often used the auxiliary progressive of yāuh to mean that the subject did something upon 

dying or at death, such as leaving a testament.115 It would seem that such verb forms would have 

something do with the past actions of deceased people (though they can, and do, also sometimes 

refer to actions of the living). Andrews noted that the auxiliary form of yāuh can also mean 'to go 

away doing something.'116 This could indicate a figurative dimension to such constructions, as 

the dead do go away from the world of the living in a sense. As I see, it the most likely 

explanation is that there is indeed some figurative or metaphorical meaning that we do not grasp 

at that moment.    

 

Line 42 yyoxtozque: The last two syllables are the ligature -t(i)- and -ozque, the plural future 

auxiliary form of onoc 'to lie down.' The first part yyox- is difficult to determine. It must be a 

preterite, since only preterite stems can be combined with ligatures and auxiliary verbs. The 

hypothetical verb one would reconstruct from the preterite yyox- would be iyoya/i or iyoxa/i 

which does not match anything previouly attested or in any of the dictionaries. The words that 
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seem closest to it that mesh with the context are yocoxca 'in a calm peaceful manner', and iyolic 

'slowly, gently, little by little, carefully, peacefully, etc.'  

Both words have to do with peace and calm, and the subjects of yyoxtozque are people 

who will perish and die in the wilderness and thus achieve the sort of calm and peaceful state 

brought on by death. One can imagine that yyox is the preterite of a related word also having to 

do with tranquility, silence, or peace. As stillness also evokes peace and calm, and since the dead 

are completely still, one could also readily imagine that the unknown verb could also have 

something to do with staying still or being devoid of movement. yyoxtozque might then mean 

'they will lie silent or still'. iyoa 'to be alone, to act alone' could also be related to yyox, which 

might have had a similar meaning that would not be inconsistent with the passage. Dead people 

are alone in the sense of no longer being part of the communities of the living, especially those 

who die in the solitude of forests, fields, and uncultivated areas, as Tetōn predicts will happen to 

those who do not heed his call. As a compromise between these two possible meanings, I have 

translated it as 'they will lie silent and alone', though this meaning is far from certain unless 

another attestation can be found. 

 

Lines 49 – 50: ixtlahuacá . quauhtla lit. '[in the] field and forest.' This appears to be a difrasismo 

with the two elements together meaning something like 'wilderness' or uncultivated, unsettled 

land. The two words appear also in line 40, along with atlauhco 'at the ravine,' also with a similar 

meaning. It is interesting that we have three words in the former example with an apparent 

combined metaphorical meaning, rather than two as in the latter which is far more common. 

Perhaps an additional element could be added to a pair of words in a difrasismo for added 
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emphasis, thus yielding a “trifrasismo,” though I have never seen any other examples of this. 

One must keep in mind that Teton may well have spoken a form of Nahuatl different from the 

like typically seen in the corpus.        

 

Line 62, pippillo: Resembles the possessed form of the term pīpillōtl ‘childishness,' but this 

cannot be, given the context and lack of a possessive prefix. García and Reyes García translate 

this as 'turkeys' (guajolotes), but this is unattested.117 García says that it is an example of 

onomatopoeia, representing the sound made by turkeys. As proof, he provides an attestation of 

coconepipilpipil, but nothing for pippillo, specifically.118 The only other appearance of anything 

approaching the term is in the corpus is pipillo in Book 12 of the Florentine Codex,119 where the 

noun is mentioned as being fed to the Spaniards' horses. It would thus appear to be some kind of 

plant, which is further supported by the fact that it also appears in this passage in a list of plants. 

It looks like it is likely derived from pihpi 'to pluck, gather something in quantity,' but it is 

missing the general object prefix tla- that one would expect in any noun constructions coming 

from the verb. Were it tlapihpilli it would literally mean 'plucked things' which would be easily 

interpreted as small wild plants gathered as food or for other purposes. The final syllable -lo 

could be the abstract suffixes -yo or -yoh, thus giving a literal meaning of 'concerning or covered 

with plucked things' again pointing towards meaning foraged local plants. According to Nahuatl 

grammar however, if that were the case, the word should be tlapihpillo(tl) or tlapihpilloh. I think 

this is possibly an archaic or irregular construction from pihpia and does indeed refer to grasses 

and weeds and other small plants plucked out of the ground. 
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Line 72: o yuh quihi Luis Reyes parsed and translated this quite differently. He considered 

oyuhquihi one word and apparently interpreted the yuhqui incorporated into it to have its more 

common meaning of 'thus, like that, etc.', for he translated it as "This that you hear, it will 

happen like that" [Esto que escuchan, así será].120 This word instead looks far more like a 

pluperfect. One way of forming a pluperfect in Nahuatl is to have the antecessive o followed by 

yuh, (the shortened, more common form of yuhqui), which does not mean 'thus' in this context 

and is just part of the construction, and then finally the preterit of a verb.121 This looks to be the 

case here, for we have o, then yuh, and quihi which looks like a verb, and more specifically, the 

preterit of a verb. The first syllable qui- is the the singular subject prefix, rather than the final 

syllable of yuhqui.   

quihi would have to be the preterit of a verb like ihia. The closest verb to this is ihīya, 'to 

hate'. This fits into this part of the passage quite well, for here Tetōn describes a demon being put 

off by defensive measures he and his followers are to take. Yet the preterit of that verb is ihīx. 122  

With the way it meshes so well into the context, and the fact that it differs from the attested 

preterit only by a single letter, I nonetheless think this is the preterit (and combined with the 

other two elements of the construction, also the pluperfect) of ihīya or at least a similar verb with 

a related meaning. The final 'x' might have been pronounced so weak that the author did not 

write it (the Nahuas reportedly pronounced syllable final consonants rather weakly123), or this is 

an alternate form. The latter is a possibility since we are possibly dealing with a not-often-seen 

variant of Nahuatl. Moreover, when pronounced, ihīya, a class 2 verb in Lockhart's scheme, 

would sound like ihīa, which would be a class 3 verb that would have ihi(h) as a preterit.124 It is 

not entirely unfathomable that a class 2 verb might have, in some dialects, become a class 3 verb 

and thereby have taken a new preterit. 
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Yet the verb must refer to a future action to take place in the prophesied end times, so 

why is it that it is in a pluperfect form and not in the future? As Andrews points out, tense, a 

grammatical category, is distinct from time. In Nahuatl, a tense may be used in a "non-systemic" 

manner to refer to a time not associated with it.125  A guess would be that it has a future perfect 

sense, which is possible for a past-tense verb in Nahuatl, although all of the examples I have seen 

of the past-as-future perfect in Nahuatl involve the preterit rather than the pluperfect.126 

Furthermore, a future perfect translation sounds jarring and awkward in the context. I have 

settled on translating it simply as a future tense verb (Reyes García’s aforementioned translation 

of the phrase is also in the future tense), though the exact English translation corresponding to 

the time sense of this verb is a puzzle.
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[fol. 8r] [ margin: Ojo] v Ce tlacatl . 

macehualtzintli127 . catca . ytoca Jno . 

teton . chane michmaloyan .  

q̄ntlapololti . q̄miztlacahui . in 

cohuatepeca . yhuā atlapolca . 

q̄npaquilli . yn innequatequiliz128 . Auh 

ynic otetlapollolti . ynic oteiztlacahui . 

in Jno . ynic otequapac . oquimilhui . yn 

cohuatepeca . atlapolca . 

yn cohuatepeca . achto moquapacque . 

auh yn iq̄c omoquapacque . çatepá 

quihuallihuaque/129 ymamauh yn 

atlapolco . yc q̄monometlalli130 . yn 

altepetl . y ye q̄miztlacahuia . 

 

 

 

 

 v Achtopa . ye quimilhuiya ý ye 

q̄miztlacahuia : in cohuatepeca . tla 

xiccaquicā yn ame [fol. 8v] //131huátin . 

 v [margin: Look!] There was a man, a 

poor commoner, named Juan Teton, 

who was from Michmaloyan. He 

misled and lied to the people of 

Coatepec and Atlapolco. He washed 

away their baptisms. As to how this 

Juan misled and lied to people by 

washing their heads [to wash away 

their baptisms], he said to the people 

of Coatepec and Atlapolco that the 

people of Coatepec were the first to 

have their heads washed. Then, after 

they had their heads washed, they sent 

their letter to Atlapolco. That is how 

he set up groups of people he had 

deceived [i.e. his followers] in two 

altepetl.     

 

  v  Earlier he had said to the people 

of Coatepec who he had deceived, 

"Please listen, all of you. What say 
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quen áquitohua132/ ca ye anq́mati/ yn 

q̄uitotihui133 in tocolhuá . yn iquac 

toxiuhmolpiliz . ca cētlayohuaz . 

hualtemozque . yn tzitzimime/ in 

techquazque . yhuá yn iquac .134 

necuepaloz . ____ // _____ // _____ 

 

 

 

v yn omoquatequique . yn oq̄neltocaque 

/ yn . d . moCuepazque . ____ 

 

 

 v yn huacaxnacatl . quiqua . 

çáno//yehuatl . moCuepaz . //135 

 

 

 v yn pitzonacatl . quiqua . çánoyevatl 

moCuepaz . // . 

 

 

 

you? For you already know that our 

forefathers would go around saying 

that when The Binding of the Years 

takes place, it will grow completely 

dark, and demons [tzitzimimeh] will 

come down and eat us, and then... 

there will be transformation.” 

 

 

v "Those who were baptized, those 

who have believed in dios [God], 

will transform.  

 

v  One who eats beef will transform 

into a cow. 

 

 

v  One who eats pork will transform 

into a pig. 

 

 

 

20 
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 v yn  ichcanatcl136 [sic] quiqua . 

çánoyehuatl 

moCuepaz . yhuá yn ichcaayatl . 

quiquemi .//. 

 

 v yn quanaca137 q̄qua . çánoyehuatl . 

mocuepaz . yn ixquich tlein intlaq̄l . y 

ye nicā nemi/138 yn q́nqualia . ca moch . 

moCuepazque .139 popolihuizque// 

aocaque . yezque . ca otzóquiçaco ./. yn 

innemiliz yn intlapohual140 . yn 

omacoque/ quauhtla yxtlahuacan . 

atlauhco / huehuetzizque . 

yyoxtozque141 . ___ ___ ___ 

 

  

 

 

 

 v tla xiquimittacá ý xallatlauhca// yn 

achto . otlaneltocaque . yn dō alonso 

yeh142 icapa . ye ySonbrero .// 

mochiuhque143 . yn ipilhuá / yhuan in 

 v  One who eats lamb will transform 

into a sheep, along with those who 

wear wool.” 

 

 

v “One who eats chicken will turn 

into a chicken. [The same goes for] 

any of the food of the people who are 

living here now [Spaniards? 

Acculturated indigenous people? 

Both?], those who eat it from them 

will all transform and perish. None of 

them will be left, for their lives, their 

fates which they were assigned will 

come to an end. They will all 

collapse and lie silent and alone in 

the forests, fields, and rivers [i.e. in 

the wilderness].  

 

v Look at the people of Xallatlauhco, 

who were the first to believe [in 

Christianity]. Don Alonso [an 

indigenous leader in Xallatlauhco?] 

30 
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teyacanque . o moch moCuepqz ye 

moch quaquaque . aocmo altepeneçi144. 

yn ōcan onoque . ça145 ixtlahuacá . 

quauhtla146 .   ý cēmantinemi147 . y 

vacastin __________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

v In axcan amohuicpa . ninoquixtia148 . 

aocmo huecauh . ye mochivaz . yn 

tlamahuiçolli149 . yn tlacao 

anquineltocazque . ýn amechilhuia . ca 

ýhuá anmoCuepazque . ynic 

an//patizque . Ca    namechpaquilliz . 

ynic oanmoquatequique . ca 

namechpopolhuiz . ynic amo ámiq̄zque . 

yc huelpolihuiz . ________ 

 

 

 

is now his [Spanish-style] cloak and 

sombrero [that he wore]. His 

children, along with the leaders 

[also] became [their hats and cloaks]. 

Everyone transformed. They are now 

all cows. The altepetl [of 

Xallatlauhco] no longer exists; where 

they once lived there are now only 

plains and forests, where cows roam 

around all over. 

 

 v Now I am fulfilling my obligation 

to you all. There is no longer much 

time left before this cataclysm will 

occur. If you don’t believe what I am 

telling you then you’ll transform 

along with them. So that you will all 

be cured, I will wash off of you that 

with which you were baptized. I will 

forgive you so that you will not die 

while there will be destruction all 

around. 
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 v yhuá150 mayamaloz . xicpiacan in  

pippillo . in tlalamatl . yn xaltomatl . ý 

quauhnanacatl . yn xillomotzontli . ý 

xilloizhuatl . ý miyahuatl . ceceyacah151 

. xiq̄nna//huaticá ý macehualtin . yhuan 

ycēca . moneq̄ . xichuatzacan in 

teçiuhoctli/ yc ámaquiçazque// yn iquac 

. antzatzililozque . yn chapoltepec . 

salotica152 . amoxillan ycatiaz. yn iquac  

amechittaz . yn tlantepozyllama . yc 

amechimacaciz . yc amo amechquaz . 

çan ic amechcahuaz . o yuh quihi153 yn 

anquicaqui . _____  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

v And there will be starvation. Hoard 

the local wild grasses and weeds, the 

“land-book” [plant], the creeping 

false holly [jaltomata sp.], tree 

fungus, corn tassels, corn husks, and 

corn flowers. Each and every one of 

you, order the commoners [to do all 

that], and it is absolutely necessary 

that you all dry up the “hail pulque.” 

That is how you will save yourselves 

from danger: when you are called to 

Chapultepec, you will go about with 

[Spanish] pitchers [that were used to 

store the hail pulque?] on your 

stomachs, so that when the old lady 

demon with metal teeth 

[tlantepozilama] sees you, she will 

fear you, and not eat you, she will 

just leave you alone, she will hate 

that you have heard about this. 
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 v yhuan in mochivaz . ca çayyo154/ oncá 

inin . ý quimochivilliz . in tlalticpaque155 

. yn tonacayotl . ý nohuiyā . . Cmc . 

moch huaq̄z . yn ixquich qualloni . aoctle 

mochihuaz . yx quich nicā . 

monamacaquiuh . in tenitl . yn 

Cuextecatl156 .yc pehuaz . in yaoyotl . 

oncā momanaz : ý matlalxochipá . 

Cuitlaxcol atlauhtli yez . etc. . ____ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ynin . mochiuh . úpa . cohuatepec . ca 

nicā ca ynin toca .________ 

Cohuatepec . gouor .      __ 

v dō pedro . deluna . [right margin: 

huexotl 4 deSetie  . 1564 . yq̄c 

momiq̄li157]  

v franco . çacayaotl . allde 

v And all that will be left to happen 

then is this, what the Lord of the 

Earth will make happen: all the 

agricultural products and produce in 

the entire world will dry up, nothing 

else edible will be produced. All of 

the [surviving] foreigners [lit. ‘the 

barbarian and the Huaxtec’] will 

come here to sell themselves [as 

mercenaries?], since war will break 

out. The settlement of 

Matlalxochipan will be founded [for 

us refugees]. It will be by the ravine 

in the shape of intestines. Etc. ____” 

 

 This happened over in Coatepec and 

Atlapolco. As for those who had their 

heads washed, here are their names:  

 

- The governor of Coatepec, 

don Pedro de Luna [right 

margin: (his Nahuatl name 

75 
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85 
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v nicolas . fiscal 

Atlapolco . tlatohuani 

v Donpo . xico . 

v fiscal. Jno . tecol .   ______  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Auh yn analoque . oncan ý xalatlauhco . 

yq̄c ompa mo[y]etztica . in totatzin po . 

hr̄z . nimā nicā q̄nhualmo//huiquilli . 

mexico . q̄nmottilli yn arço bpo  . yhuā 

puiSor . franco . man 

saRes . auh ȳ mochiuh ypā 

was) Huexotl, September 4th, 

1564; on that date he died] 

 

- Francisco Zacayaotl, the 

alcalde 

 

- Nicolás, the fiscal 

 

- The ruler [tlatohuani] of 

Atlapolco, don Pedro Xico 

 

- Juan Tecol, the fiscal [of 

Atlapolco] 

 

 

They were seized over in 

Xalatlauhco. At that time, Father 

Pedro Hernández was there. He then 

brought them here to Mexico [City]. 

The Archbishop examined them, as 

did the provisor Francisco Manjarrés. 

This happened in the year fifteen-

90 

95 
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 127 mācēhualli ‘commoner’ plus the reverential/diminutive suffix -tzintli often seen without its absolutive 

ending as -tzin. Which of the two senses, reverential or dimunitive, the suffix has is a matter of context, but 

according to James Lockhart, in macehualtzintli it usually has the latter meaning: “adding -tzin[tli] to some nouns 

[like mācēhualli] already having a sense of humility or misfortune makes them yet more humble or deserving of 

pity: nimacehualtzintli “I am a poor commoner” (Lockhart, Nahuatl as Written, 6). That must be the sense here; the 

author surely has no reverence for Teton, whom he accuses of “lying and deceiving.” 

 

             

xihuitl mill quios . cin qnta . y ocho . 

[right margin: 1558] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

hundred and fifty-eight. [right 

margin: 1558]  
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 128 The author and Teton use different verbs to refer to Christian baptisms and Teton’s reverse-baptism 

involving the washing of heads. In particular, they refer to baptisms from the church as nequatequiliztli, ‘the pouring 

of water on one’s head’, a word known to be a Franciscan invention. Teton’s own ritual is never referred to as such;  

verbs involving pāca are instead used.     

 
129 Single slashes in this passage appear to signal glottal stops at the ends of words indicating plural 

quantity.  One can see further examples of this in line 18, where there are also words with plural subjects, which 

thus end with glottal stops, that also have slashes after them:  áquitohua/ and anq́mati/. Further down on line 21, the 

plural noun tztzimime/ which would end in a glottal stop in spoken Nahuatl, als o has a slash. The author, like most 

Nahuas when it came to marking glottal stops, was not always consisten t with this, however. On line 24, for 

example, the plural verb omoquatequique has no slash, nor anything indicating its word-final glottal stop. Slashes 

also sometimes appear where there would be no glottal stop, but rather serve to indicate separation between one 

word that ends in a glide or vowel, and the following word that begins with a vowel or glide.  

 

 130  Lit. ‘how he there seated them as two’. This is the preterit of the verb tlalia 'to sit down, to settle, to seat 

someone, to put something down, to set down statutes and ordinances, to set things in order' (and hence to establish), 

combined with ōme 'two'. 

 
131 Here the double slashes ‘//’ function like a hyphen ‘-’ at the end of a line in modern punctuation; that is, 

it indicates that a word just prior to a line break continued in the following line, in this case amehuátin 

(coincidentally the word in my transcription is also broken up on a line break, although the lines and line numbers 

do not necessarily match those of the manuscript). In other parts of the Annals of Juan Bautista, a dash is used to 

accomplish this purpose (see fol. 29r). Elsewhere, as on line 43, they also serve to split up a pair of words in which 

one ends with a vowel and the following begins with a vowel, much as single slashes. At other times, they seem to 

be simply breaking up phonological phrases in much in the same way as the ubiquitous dots do, though why the 

author used double slashes to do this rather than the dots is a mystery. On lines 27 through 33 they are obviously 

signaling the end of each sentence in a list of very similar sentences. Nowhere else do slashes as a form of 

punctuation appear so frequently. A description of participants in a funeral procession on fol. 29r, for example, has a 

similar structure, and yet the sentences in the list on that folio do not end with any kind of slashes.  

  
132 quen anquitoa lit. ‘how do you all say it?’. An idiom glossed by Molina as “What do you all say? Or 

what do you think? Asking,” it is a phrase that indicates the speaker wants the listeners’ opinion on something he or 

she is about to propose (Molina, Vocabulario en lengua castellana y mexicana y mexicana y castellana, s.v. Quen 

anquitoa?).  

 
133 quitotihui, lit. ‘they go around saying it’ is a progressive in the present tense. Nahua scribes often wrote 

about their dead ancestors using progressive present-tense constructions like this for some reason, probably because 

they had a figurative meaning not entirely clear to us; see the discussion in the preceding chapter.  

 
134  The dots found throughout the manuscript and in a few other Nahuatl documents (e.g. The Codex 

Osuna) undoubtedly mark off phonological phrases, that is, the smallest units of speech that can  be separated from 

other phrases by a pause. The authors never anywhere else place a dot after yn iquac ‘when’ which apparently could 

not stand on its own as a phonological phrase; a dot usually comes after the verb or noun that follows, as in line 20 

yn iquac toxiuhmolpiliz . “when it was The Binding of the Years.” My interpretation is that if this is not an error, it 

was supposed to indicate an  unexpected pause in speech for suspenseful effect, much as the narrators and readers of 

contemporary horror stories often do. I have translated it as an elipsis “...”  

 
135 Lit. ‘she or he who eats cow-meat, [into] the same thing (çánoyehuatl) he or she will transform’. 

Judging from the rest of Teton’s speech, he is not telling his followers that they will turn into beef itself, as in dead 

meat ready to be prepared and consumed if they choose to eat beef, but rather that they will turn into living cattle. I 

have thus opted for a less literal translation. The sentences that follow have a similar structure and I have translated 

them similarly, avoiding a literal rendering.  

  
136 Read ichcanacatl. 
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137 This noun’s lack of an absolutive suffix -tl is not an error. According to Karttunen, the form of the noun 

without the absolutive refers to chickens; with it, it refers to the comb of a chicken  (Karttunen, An analytical 

dictionary of Nahuatl, s.v. CUĀNACA.). 

 
138 Lit. ‘the ones who are already or now here living’, probably referring to anyone following current trends 

that differ from traditional ways; hence, Spaniards and acculturated Nahuas who adopted Spanish culture.  

  
139 Lines 35 – 37, yn yquich … poplihuizque, the literal translation is ‘that which is all, what their food is, 

[the food of] those who are already or now here living, those who eat it from them; th ey will all transform and 

perish.’     

  

 140 Lit. ‘their lives, their readings’. Possibly a doublet meaning the entirety of one’s lived earthly 

experiences and/or the memory of it. This sentence and the remainder of the paragraph are quite poetic and eloquent 

as are several other parts of the speech , which casts some doubt on the author’s portrayal of Teton as a lowly, 

uneducated commoner. The latter part of the double phrase, intlapohual, possessed form of tlapōhualli, ‘reading’ or 

‘story’ bears resemblance to the term tōnalpōhualli, ‘day count’, meaning the reading of fates via traditional 

indigenous astrology and calendars (Sahagún, Book 10, 11:168). It thus probably mean’s one’s destiny or fate. 

  
141 Clearly a compound verb containing yyox, an unknown preterit, probably having to do with being still, 

lifeless, or alone; see discussion in the preceding chapter. 

  

 142 The h is most likely not a glottal stop, but instead serves to mark a word boundary between the vowels 

that end and begin the two distinct words within this phonological phrase; in this case, e and the i of the following 

word icapa, ‘his hat’. The yeh appearing here hence is not the shortened third-person pronoun yeh (from yehhuātl) 

which does end in a (usually unwritten) glottal stop, but rather the adverbial particle  ye, usually meaning ‘already’, 

but here meaning ‘now’. The next phonological phrase consists also of ye followed by a possessed noun beginning 

with y, representing the same vowel as i, but this time there is no h to indicate that the two words are separate. 

Nahuatl orthography can be inconsistent, even within documents. León García interprets the yeh/ye and the 

following i/y as one whole word, yēi, ‘three’, thereby yielding a translation of “three capes and three hats” García, 

The Return of Martín Ocelotl, 232.. This is not likely, however, as the Nahuas most commonly used y as a vowel 

only at the beginning of words, suggesting that ye and ySonbrero are two separate words, as must be the case with 

the preceding yeh and icapa (Lockhart, Nahuatl as Written, 107). 

 
143 Plural third-person preterit of mochīhua ‘to become something’ or more literally ‘to make oneself (into) 

something’, reflexive of chīhua ‘to make, do’. Notably, elsewhere when Tetōn talks of others becoming animals or 

objects, he uses the verb mocuepa. I would think that mochīhua would need to have a noun that refers to what the 

subject is turning into. I have always seen it next to a noun, as in omochiuh tlatoani, “he became a lord.” There is no 

such likely noun within the phonological phrase or sentence. The closest and most likely would be the (governor?) 

don Alonso’s hat and cape, although the passage already claims that don Alonso turned into them. Perhaps then the 

passage implies that his children and the leaders of the altepetl turned into their own (unmentioned) capes and hats 

which they would have likely had due to their undoubtedly high status. Of course, it could be that mochīhua can 

stand alone and mean simply ‘transform’ without specifying what the subject transformed into. Perhaps Teton mean t 

to say just that, that they simply transformed, with it being implied later that they transformed into cattle.  

 
144 The noun āltepētl, state, community, polity (esp. a Nahua one) incorporated into the verb nēci, ‘to 

appear’ but in this case with a sense along the lines of ‘to exist’. 

   
145 Probably çan with a long vowel (zān in modern scholarly dictionaries and grammars) rather than short 

vowel çan. The two words both can mean ‘just, but, only’, but the long -vowel variant has a slightly different 

additional layer of meaning. According to Carochi, the Nahuas used it when speaking of something that once was 

different or that previously had something it now lacked (Carochi and Lockhart, Grammar of the Mexican 

Language, 402–3). Since Teton is talking about an area of plains and forests that had once been a settled Nahua 

community or altepetl, çan with a long vowel is most likely what the scribe meant.   
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146 Apparently a difrasismo meaning something like ‘wilderness’ or ‘uncultivated land’, though the pair 

also appears a few lines above in line 40 with the extra element atlauhco ‘ravine’. See discussion in the previous 

chapter. 

  

 147 cē(m)- intensifier, ‘entirely, wholly’, man- preterite and combining form of mani ‘to be extended over a 

flat surface’, -ti- ligature, and -nemi present auxiliary progressive of nemi ‘to live’, but having a sense of walking 

and going about in compound verbs. The literal meaning is ‘going about covering a flat surface’; hence, since it 

refers to cattle, probably means for a herd of cattle to roam or wander all over a field or plain. Though mantinemi is 

not attested in Molina, he glossed the term oome mantinemi as ‘to walk two by two’, indicating the association 

between that compound and walking about as a group. 

 

 148 -huīc (necessarily bound to a possessive prefix) together with the reflexive of quīxtia is an attested idiom 

meaning, according to Molina, “I fulfill my obligation toward you [cumplo con mi obligacion para con vosotros]; 

this is said by one who admonishes or instructs others and doubts that it will do any good” (Carochi and Lockhart, 

Grammar of the Mexican Language, 84–85). A sense of hopelessness or doubt in the effectiveness of his counsel 

implied by Molina’s definition does not seem to be evident in Teton’s speech, however. Another difference is the 

presence of the directional suffix -pa, which is not affixed to -huīc in any of the attestations in Carochi and Molina 

(see also Molina 1970, s.v. Quixtia. mouic nino). This is either the result of dialectical differences, or -pa was an 

optional element that neither Carochi nor Molina took note of.    

 
149 Tlamahuizolli, per Karttunen: ‘miracle, something astonishing’ and literally meaning ‘something 

marveled at’ from mahuizoa ‘to marvel at something’ (Karttunen, An analytical dictionary of Nahuatl , s.v. 

TLAMAHUIZŌL-LI). “Miracle” seems to be the most common translation for this term, likely a legacy of the 

Franciscan use of the term to describe Christian miracles. As García notes, however, the original indigenous 

meaning of the term, surely the meaning meant here, “emphasizes the idea of the t remendous, of the terrifying” and 

“denotes a spreading of fear” rather than the more pleasant sense of wonder and magic conjured by “miracle”  

(García, The Return of Martín Ocelotl, 49). I have thus instead opted for “cataclysm,” which far better captures the 

sense of fear and dread inherent in this term that Tetōn was using to refer to an impending disaster.     

  
150 Unusual use of yhuan ‘and’, ‘along with.’ Normally functioning much as conjunctions do in Indo-

European languages (Carochi and Lockhart 2001, 361 n.6, though J. Richard Andrews cautions it is not, technically 

speaking, a conjunction, Andrews 2003, 448), it links words or appends brief clauses adding more information or 

details. It is not supposed to be used to introduce a sentence, paragraph, or change in topic, as it does here (Tetōn 

goes from talking about washing away their baptisms to describing in detail the prophesied famine), and again on 

line 74. I myself have never seen yhuan used like this in any other recorded speech or text, and the authors of the 

Annals of Juan Bautista certainly do not do this anywhere else; the closest is when they introduce people or items in 

a list and their short descriptions with yhuan, as in their account of a funeral procession (fol. 29r, or Reyes García 

2001, 226–27). I should note that in his transcription, Reyes García sometimes breaks up the original paragraphs of 

the text, so sometimes it does appear that the author begins paragraphs or sentences with yhuan; this is never the 

case, however, in the original manuscript. Auh is the typical particle employed for the purposes of indicating a new 

paragraph or discussion and is ubiquitous in Classical Nahuatl, yet is strikingly nowhere to be found in the entirety 

of Tetōn’s  long speech itself. This way of using yhuan could be a feature of a rustic commoner dialect of Nahuatl, 

since the authors sought to portray him as such, or (more likely) part of the regional dialect of the Mezquital Valley 

where Tetōn was from. See my discussion of this in chapter 1. 

 
151 Molina defined ceceyaca as “each one for him or herself; to each one.” 

  
152 Salo, Nahuatlized Spanish jarro, plus ligature -ti- plus -ca ‘using, by means of.’ 

 
153 Clearly a pluperfect verb, perhaps with a future perfect sense, resembling ihīya ‘to hate’, but the exact 

identity and time of the verb are not certain. See discussion in the previous chapter.  

 
154ça yyo according to Molina means “only  this one, or only this one has been left, or there is only this 

one.” 
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155 Lit. ‘[planet] Earth-possessor.’ Clearly a reference to a preconquest indigenous deity, although it is not 

certain if this is an indirect reference or if this is the exact name of the deity. In light of the fact that the name 

conveys the image of a supreme deity above all others who controls all of the world, one might think that this is a 

possible term for Tezcatlipoca, who in Book 6 of the Florentine Codex indeed appears as a master god akin to Zeus. 

This could also refer to a god of (earthly) fertility, perhaps Tlaloc who, though technically the god of rain, 

nonetheless by virtue of controlling ran, obviously had a considerable effect on the ability of the soil to yield plants 

and life in general.   

 
156 Lit. ‘the barbarian, the Huaxtec’, an apparent difrasismo meaning ‘foreigner’ or ‘uncivilized exotic 

person’ surely referring to Spaniards and non-Nahuas that would invade the area after the cataclysm that was to 

wipe out Nahua society, save for Teton and his followers. 

 
157 The addition of this information on his  death and Nahuatl name suggests that this Pedro de la Luna, for 

reasons unknown, was more significant to either the original authors or the copyist than any of the other people 

apprehended.   
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